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Abstract 

The domestic security dilemma is a recurring problem whereby counterterrorism 

programs are continuously in a state of flux as demands for increased civil liberties and 

national security compete, as demonstrated by the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 and USA 

FREEDOM Act of 2015. The National Security Agency bulk metadata collection 

program (NSA Surveillance Program) was created to identify terrorists and prevent 

terrorist attacks, but the USA FREEDOM Act prohibited the program in 2015. The NSA 

Surveillance Program's prohibition is problematic because the United States may not 

obtain the intelligence necessary to prevent a terrorist attack. The purpose of this 

qualitative narrative case study was to describe how members of the House Judiciary 

Committee may have used rhetorical speech during the congressional hearing held on 

July 17, 2013, when speaking about the NSA Surveillance Program. Rhetorical speech is 

the use of narrative characters (e.g., hero, villain) that may adversely affect rational 

judgment and policy decisions. The congressional hearing transcript was collected from 

the Government Publishing Office, and the Narrative Policy Framework's content 

analysis was used to analyze the data. Four key findings emerged from this study: (a) 

Congress was most frequently identified as the hero, (b) the Coalition was most 

frequently identified as the villain, (c) Congress defended the USA PATRIOT Act, and 

(d) Congress was most interested in the program’s legality/constitutionality rather than its 

effectiveness. This study may enhance the legislators' proclivity toward informed 

decision making when confronted with rhetorical discourse, thereby leading to improved 

policy outcomes that foster positive social change for the United States. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Study 

Mukasey (2015) contended the National Security Agency telephony metadata 

surveillance program (NSA Surveillance Program) was a beneficial counterterrorism 

program permitted under the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing 

Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001 (USA 

PATRIOT Act of 2001). However, according to Berman (2016), the NSA Surveillance 

Program was prohibited by the Uniting and Strengthening America by Fulfilling Rights 

and Ensuring Effective Discipline Over Monitoring Act of 2015 (USA FREEDOM Act 

of 2015). The NSA Surveillance Program was a valuable tool used by the intelligence 

community to thwart terrorist attacks (Mukasey, 2015). Rhetorical speech used by 

members of the House Judiciary Committee at a congressional hearing may have 

contributed toward banning the National Security Agency (NSA) Surveillance Program 

(Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Rhetorical speech is the use of narrative characters (e.g., hero, 

villain) that may adversely affect rational judgment and policy decisions (Field, 2017; 

Jackson, 2005; Pilecki, 2017; Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Policymakers may use rhetorical 

speech to frame another individual, organization, or policy as the villain or hero to 

advantageously situate a preconceived policy agenda (Shanahan, Jones, & McBeth, 2018; 

Weible & Sabatier, 2018). 

This research described how rhetorical speech was used by members of the House 

Committee on the Judiciary to prohibit the NSA Surveillance Program. This study 

examined the House Judiciary Committee hearing held on July 17, 2013 

(Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities), that pertained to the NSA Surveillance 
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Program. This study potentially has a nationally positive social implication as it is an 

attempt to identify how rhetorical speech adversely affects counterterrorism programs.  

This chapter provides a brief background of the literature related to the scope of 

this topic. Following the background, I introduce the problem statement and purpose for 

this study. Then I describe the research question and the theoretical framework that 

confines and guides this study. Additionally, I present the nature of the study, 

assumptions, scope and delimitations, and limitations. This chapter concludes with the 

study’s significance and a summary. 

Background 

This background serves as a summary of the research literature related to the 

scope of this topic by briefly describing the domestic security dilemma, USA PATRIOT 

Act of 2001, USA FREEDOM Act of 2015, and the NSA Surveillance Program. 

Additionally, this background identifies a gap in knowledge in this discipline and how 

this study will address the gap. This section concludes with why this study is needed. 

The domestic security dilemma was vital to incorporate into this research as it 

framed the scope of this study. The scope of this study concerned the NSA Surveillance 

Program, which was authorized under the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 and was 

prohibited under the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 (Berman, 2016; Mukasey, 2015). 

However, before discussing the domestic security dilemma, it is necessary to mention its 

roots.  

The domestic security dilemma evolved from the security dilemma, which was an 

international concept that identified when an enhanced security posture of a state takes 
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place, there is a contrasting effect where other states likewise enhance security measures, 

and so the process continues, which ironically possesses a counterintuitive result (Tang, 

2009). Taking the notion of the security dilemma and applying it through a domestic lens, 

Field (2017) found that in addition to the ebb and flow of support for counterterrorism 

policy, the domestic security dilemma also has a counterintuitive result as it renders a 

“paradoxical effect of making people feel insecure about the excessive power of their 

own government” (p. 471). Thus, the domestic security dilemma is grounded in the 

notion that due to the continuous fundamental shift in counterterrorism policy, the U.S. 

government cannot sustain its terrorist fighting efforts (Field, 2017).  

The domestic security dilemma is a recurring problem whereby counterterrorism 

programs are continuously in a state of flux as demands for increased civil liberties and 

national security compete (Field, 2017), as demonstrated by the USA PATRIOT Act of 

2001 and USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 (Hu, 2018). The USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, 

which initially garnered much public support after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 

2001, was perceived approximately a decade later as a law that granted too much power 

to the federal government (Field, 2017). One program in particular that captivated much 

public attention as a result of the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 was the NSA Surveillance 

Program, which became publicly known in June 2013 due to an unauthorized disclosure 

(Forsyth, 2015). The NSA Surveillance Program stored and synthesized large quantities 

of metadata on U.S. citizens from third-party providers (e.g., Verizon) in order to identify 

possible terrorist suspects (Mukasey, 2015; Yoo, 2014). However, as a consequence of 

shifting support for counterterrorism policies, Congress passed the USA FREEDOM Act 
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of 2015, which restrained the NSA Surveillance Program by prohibiting the mass 

collection of metadata on U.S. citizens (Forsyth, 2015). This is problematic because the 

NSA Surveillance Program was deemed lawful and was a valuable tool for the 

intelligence community (Mukasey, 2015; NSA, 2015).  

Legislators are faced with formulating policy in order to equip the government 

with the means to combat and defend against threats and vulnerabilities to the nation that 

were rarely contemplated nor encountered before September 11, 2001 (Bendix & Quirk, 

2016). In addition to these challenges, members of Congress bear the responsibility of 

being a representative of their constituents and thereby implement legislation that 

coincides with their constituents’ beliefs (Terchek & Conte, 2001). Paradoxically, while 

acting in the best interest of the public and in order for enhanced security measures to be 

enacted to pursue terrorists and defend against terrorist attacks, the erosion of civil 

liberties takes place (Shor, Baccini, Tsai, Lin, & Chen, 2018). As a consequence, the U.S. 

public becomes rightfully insecure in its perception of a monarchical type of government 

(Field, 2017). 

The public’s lack of sustained commitment to counterterrorism legislation and the 

NSA Surveillance Program may be predicated on three primary factors. The first is 

adversely affected behavioral and rational thought proceeding a terrorist attack (Perliger, 

2012). Consequentially, Perliger (2012) argued that after a terrorist attack, decision-

makers “stray from the conventional patterns of response” (p. 528), thereby preferring to 

escalate the nation’s response to terrorism. The first factor is relevant to this study as it 

was reflected in the nation’s response to the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, 
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which was the enactment of the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 (Perliger, 2012). The 

second factor is the rhetorical speech utilized by policymakers to garner public support 

(Pilecki, 2017; Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Pilecki (2017) contended that politicians might 

choose to divide groups on a moral basis by strategically leveraging narration (Shanahan 

et al., 2018; Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Weible and Sabatier (2018) echoed Pilecki’s 

(2017) claim by asserting that “policy debates are necessarily fought on the terrain of 

narratives” (p. 173). The second factor is relevant to this study as understanding the role 

of narratives is essential to understanding the policy process and how the process is 

affected (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). The third factor is the time elapsed since the attack 

occurred (Field, 2017). As demonstrated by the ebb and flow of public support for 

counterterrorism legislation, Field (2017) found that public support decreased as time 

progressed. The third factor is relevant to this study as it embodies the lack of 

sustainability for the NSA Surveillance Program and frames the scope of this research. 

All three factors are relevant to this study as they directly lead to the problem statement, 

which is provided in the next subsection of this chapter.  

Although there are several studies pertaining to the NSA Surveillance Program, 

the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, and the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 (Barnett, 2015; 

Berman, 2016; Hu, 2018; Mukasey, 2015), the drafting phase (e.g., congressional 

hearings) for counterterrorism legislation is understudied (Pokalova, 2015; Shor et al., 

2018). Therefore, if the drafting phase for counterterrorism legislation is understudied, it 

cannot be certain that politicians utilized and were subjected to rhetorical speech during 

their congressional hearings that led toward prohibiting the NSA Surveillance Program. 
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Thus, in this research I sought to examine one congressional hearing pertaining to the 

NSA Surveillance Program in order to describe how politicians may have used rhetorical 

speech and were subsequently subjected to its effects. 

Indeed, the greatest challenge for U.S. counterterrorism efforts is the country’s 

sustained determination to battle terrorism (Pillar, 2004). This study needed to be 

conducted to understand and describe how politicians may have been subjected to 

rhetorical speech that prohibited the NSA Surveillance Program. This study is important 

because rhetorical speech may have adversely affected thought patterns that led to 

prohibiting the NSA Surveillance Program. Irrational decisions in the political sphere are 

problematic as this may culminate in counterterrorism legislation that either enhances 

counterterrorism programs and erodes civil liberties or safeguards civil liberties and 

promotes less effective counterterrorism programs. However, this study may identify how 

rhetorical speech was used to prohibit a beneficial counterterrorism program, the NSA 

Surveillance Program. 

Problem Statement 

The problem is that Congress banned the NSA Surveillance Program (Field, 2017; 

Forsyth, 2015; Mukasey, 2015; Oversight of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, 

2019; Stransky, 2015). The prohibition of the NSA Surveillance Program is problematic 

because the United States may not obtain the intelligence necessary to prevent a terrorist 

attack (Field, 2017; Mukasey, 2015; Oversight of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

2013). Although there are several research articles on the effects of counterterrorism 

programs (e.g., NSA Surveillance Program), there is a lack of research focused on what 
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influences change in counterterrorism legislation during congressional hearings (Shor et 

al., 2018). Weible and Sabatier (2018) argued that policymakers might use rhetorical 

speech at congressional hearings, among other times, to influence change. Rhetorical 

speech is the use of narrative characters (e.g., hero, villain) that may influence and 

adversely affect rational judgment and decision making (Field, 2017; Jackson, 2005; 

Pilecki, 2017; Weible & Sabatier, 2018). However, there is currently a gap in the 

scholarly literature as there is no research focused on how policymakers used rhetorical 

speech at congressional hearings on the NSA Surveillance Program. It is essential to 

understand how policymakers may have used rhetorical speech at congressional hearings 

in order to describe how rhetorical speech influences counterterrorism legislation and 

consequently prohibits beneficial counterterrorism programs. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this qualitative narrative case study was to describe how members 

of the House Judiciary Committee may have used rhetorical speech during the 

congressional hearing held on July 17, 2013, when speaking about the NSA Surveillance 

Program. This study's results may lead to identifying how members of the House 

Judiciary Committee used rhetorical speech to prohibit the NSA Surveillance Program. 

Research Question 

The central research question was:  

RQ: How, if at all, did members of the House Committee on the Judiciary use 

narrative characters during the July 17, 2013, congressional hearing on the NSA 

Surveillance Program? 
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The central research question focuses on understanding how, if at all, members of 

the House Committee on the Judiciary used narrative characters during the congressional 

hearing about the NSA Surveillance Program. The research question is confined to one 

hearing held by the House Committee on the Judiciary that pertained to the NSA 

Surveillance Program. The congressional hearing selected for this study took place on 

July 17, 2013. It was the first House Judiciary Committee open door congressional 

hearing that pertained to the NSA Surveillance Program after the program’s unauthorized 

disclosure. The House Committee on the Judiciary was chosen due to the direct oversight 

the committee has on counterterrorism matters and the fact that Representative 

Sensenbrenner, a member of the committee, sponsored the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 

and its predecessor, the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 (Forsyth, 2015). 

Theoretical Framework 

The Narrative Policy Framework (NPF) is grounded in the notion that narrative is 

the lifeblood of politics and can influence the outcome for legislation (Shanahan et al., 

2018; Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Espousing the notion of the NPF that narrative 

characters leveraged by members of Congress wields power to influence legislation could 

detect how rhetorical speech may have affected the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015. 

Narrative characters are identified in the speech as a hero or villain that may be 

individuals, groups, or agencies (Shanahan et al., 2018). These narrative characters serve 

as the segment by which policymakers may infuse their politically-driven speech to 

influence another individual, group, or polity (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). According to 

Shanahan et al. (2018), the NPF comprises three levels, micro, meso, and macro. 
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Microlevel research focuses on the individual, macrolevel has a national focus, and the 

mesolevel research is concerned with testing its propositions in policy narratives from 

policy officials engaged in political discourse. This study used the mesolevel as it was the 

most appropriate for analyzing the policymakers' rhetorical speech at a congressional 

hearing. Chapter 2 provides a more thorough description of the theoretical framework. 

Nature of the Study 

The methodology chosen for this topic was a dyadic qualitative case study and 

narrative inquiry that applies content analysis bounded by the NPF. Qualitative analysis 

was selected due to its ability to critically evaluate a research question and express 

findings by way of holistically understanding phenomena (Rudestam & Newton, 2015). 

Qualitative research is recommended when the analysis concerns an emphasis on 

description, exploration, or meaning of the subject, and qualitative methods aid in 

evaluating various text, speeches, or conversations through inductive means (Rudestam & 

Newton, 2015). Specifically, the qualitative methodology was a logical means to answer 

a complex research question pertaining to the rhetorical speech utilized by policymakers 

(see Shanahan et al., 2018; Weible & Sabatier, 2018). 

The research design was a coupled case study and narrative inquiry approach. I 

selected the case study method due to its facility for focusing on an organization, 

program, and event bounded by time (Rudestam & Newton, 2014). The case study is an 

effective tool for public administration scholars as its methods align with many policy 

analyses (Ravitch & Carl, 2016). Narrative inquiry is used when a researcher is seeking 

to understand phenomena through the exploration and analysis of a story or events 
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evolved through narration (Ravitch & Carl, 2016). Therefore, the coupled qualitative case 

study and narrative inquiry design was chosen to achieve an in-depth analysis of how, if 

at all, policymakers used rhetorical speech during a congressional hearing. 

The data collection phase was focused on the speech from members of the House 

Committee on the Judiciary at a congressional hearing pertaining to the NSA 

Surveillance Program. The hearing chosen for this study took place on July 17, 2013. The 

selected congressional hearing was appropriate for this study as it was the first House 

Judiciary Committee hearing that took place in relation to the NSA Surveillance Program 

after the program’s unauthorized disclosure. Additionally, the focus is on the collective 

response of the congressional committee. Therefore, the collective response comprises 

the narrative characters spoken by congressmen and congresswomen who communally 

composed the congressional committee. 

The data analysis phase consisted of content analysis (Shanahan et al., 2018; 

Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Content analysis is a method that has proven effective for 

other empirical qualitative studies using the NPF at the mesolevel and is congruent with 

answering the research question (Shanahan et al., 2018; Weible, Olofsson, Costie, Katz, 

& Heikkila, 2016; Weible & Sabatier, 2018;). Content analysis consists of identifying the 

narrative characters within a text or speech and partitioning the findings into the 

appropriate category based on the assigned definition of the character (Shanahan et al., 

2018). In this study I used two narrative characters for analysis, the hero and villain. The 

first character, hero, is an individual/coalition that solves or attempts to solve a problem 
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(Weible et al., 2016). Villain, the second character, is an individual/coalition “who 

cause[s] or attempt[s] to make the problem worse” (Weible et al., 2016, p. 423). 

For example, a policymaker may speak to the government protecting its citizenry 

from terrorist attacks. This rhetorical speech would situate government as the perceived 

hero and terrorist as the villain. Alternatively, a policymaker may speak to the 

government infringing on the civil liberties of its citizenry. This rhetorical speech would 

situate government as the villain. Thus, the narrative character (e.g., hero or villain) is 

predicated on the policymaker’s rhetorical speech. Therefore, content analysis is solely 

grounded in the policymaker’s rhetorical speech and not whether the researcher agrees 

with what is said. 

Texts identified as rhetorical speech leveraging the hero effect were assigned to 

the hero category. Likewise, the texts identified as rhetorical speech leveraging the villain 

effect were assigned to the villain category. Excerpts from the congressional hearing that 

were found to be congruent with the narrative character definitions were displayed in this 

study’s findings. 

Assumptions 

I share the same core assumptions that ground the NPF. The first assumption is 

that public policy and the policy process vary based on human perception (Weible & 

Sabatier, 2018). The individual’s perception matters in public policy as it contributes to 

the dialogue used to create policy (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). The second assumption is 

that individual perception, to some degree, is bounded by ideologies, belief systems, and 

norms, thereby making the policy process unique (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). In other 
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words, replacing members of the House Judiciary Committee with other individuals 

whose background differs would likely not produce the same outcome or dialogue. The 

third assumption is that narrative characters are generalizable and can be identified in 

various narrative contexts (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). The third assumption is relevant to 

this study as this research seeks to identify and analyze the narrative characters within a 

policy debate. The fourth core assumption of the NPF is that policy narratives operate 

simultaneously at three interacting levels: microlevel, mesolevel, and macrolevel (Weible 

& Sabatier, 2018). This fourth assumption is relevant to this research because a coalition 

(i.e., House Judiciary Committee) was being analyzed at the mesolevel; however, it is 

understood that the policy process is simultaneously affected by the microlevel and 

macrolevel. The fifth assumption is that people use the power of narrative to 

communicate, understand, and process information (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Therefore, 

to some degree and no matter how minute, members of the House Judiciary Committee 

were likely to use rhetorical speech at the congressional hearing pertaining to the NSA 

Surveillance Program. Lastly, I assumed that NSA leadership and the Obama 

Administration were truthful when expressing concern regarding the program’s 

legitimacy and benefit to the intelligence community and law enforcement (Mukasey, 

2015; NSA, 2015; Obama Administration, 2013), rather than an attempt to save face or 

status. 

Scope and Delimitations 

Field (2017) addressed that narration played a role in the domestic security 

dilemma, and Pilecki (2017), Perliger (2012), and Pillar (2004) echoed this notion. The 
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most effective way to discover the utilization of narration in a policy subsystem is 

through employing a narratological framework grounded in the policy process (Weible & 

Sabatier, 2018). Therefore, for this study I chose the NPF as it is a narratological 

framework that can be applied to understand how narration may have been utilized to 

prohibit the NSA Surveillance Program. 

This study is bound by the initial House Judiciary Committee congressional 

hearing that focused on the NSA Surveillance Program after the program's unauthorized 

disclosure to the public. I chose the House Judiciary Committee hearing that took place 

on July 17, 2013, for this study due to the fact it focused on the NSA Surveillance 

Program, and it was after the program’s unauthorized disclosure. To understand the 

various themes that may have been discussed during the hearing, it was important for me 

to understand the multiple variables associated with the NSA Surveillance Program, 

including its legality, constitutionality, ethicality, and contribution to the intelligence 

community apparatus. Chapter 2 of this dissertation provides the literature review that 

discusses the aforementioned multiple variables in depth. 

Although for this study I considered other means for data inquiry, it would not 

have been practical due to my limited available resources. Other sources of information 

for analysis would include analyzing the narrative climate that may have taken place 

during congressional hearings by other congressional committees. However, because 

Representative Sensenbrenner sponsored both the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 and the 

USA FREEDOM Act of 2015, it seemed appropriate to choose the committee for which 

he was assigned and that oversaw intelligence collection/analysis matters (Forsyth, 2015). 
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Additionally, choosing to assess the narrative climate that may have taken place via 

media or social media outlets could prove to be beneficial at the microlevel or mesolevel 

of analysis. However, congressional hearings seemed to be the most appropriate setting 

for analysis per the NPF as it directly corresponds to the agora narrans concept where 

legislators may employ impassioned narratives to develop policy (Weible & Sabatier, 

2018).  

This study has the potential for transferability as the same framework may be 

used to analyze the narrative climate surrounding other counterterrorism policies. By 

applying the same framework and mode of analysis, separate pieces of counterterrorism 

legislation may be examined, such as the rhetorical/narrative climate leading to the 

enactment of the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 or the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 

Act. If those studies were to take place, the findings could be analyzed across a broad 

time continuum for counterterrorism legislation to identify any pattern analysis that may 

exist for the narrative/rhetorical climate that corresponds to counterterrorism policy 

outcomes. Also, any pattern analysis across the time continuum may enhance policy 

narrative learning, which could be extrapolated to predict future counterterrorism policy 

outcomes. Thus, the transferability for this study possesses the potential to deepen our 

understanding of the domestic security dilemma.  

Limitations 

The veracity of this research is limited to its scope. As the data includes 

identifying narrative characters at a congressional hearing, this research excludes press 

hearings, public speeches, media, social media, and other sources of potential data that 
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may enrich understanding regarding the effects of narration prohibiting the NSA 

Surveillance Program. The congressional hearing considered as data for this research is 

unclassified and is currently available to the public; thus, data will not consist of any 

classified or closed-door hearing. Also, for this research I only used the historical 

transcript and not the visual data that displayed or broadcasted the historic hearing. The 

use of the transcript was to ensure uniformity amongst the data collected and to exclude 

any visual interference that may subject me to biased conclusions.  

I am the only researcher gathering and analyzing the data; therefore, it is not 

feasible nor practical for this study to include several congressional hearings or other 

sources of data. For example, conducting content analysis on the congressional hearings 

leading to the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 and juxtaposing those findings to the 

discoveries presented from this study may prove to be very beneficial toward 

understanding how rhetorical speech affects counterterrorism legislation across a broad 

time continuum. Unfortunately, assistance would be required for such an undertaking.  

As the sole researcher, issues of dependability arise regarding the analysis of 

narrative characters. Therefore, every excerpt from the congressional hearing transcript 

that applies to the particular narrative character is displayed in this study. Furthermore, to 

ensure the integrity of this research, each excerpt is explained as to why it is applicable to 

the narrative character per the NPF. Also, only the hero and villain are considered for this 

study, thus, not incorporating other possible characters such as the victim, opponent, or 

ally. Lastly, I sorted and analyzed data using NVivo 12 Plus software; therefore, any 

impairments with the software may present itself in the findings of this study. 
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Significance of the Study 

The significance of this study is that it may advance the knowledge of this 

discipline by applying a narratological lens to understanding why the NSA Surveillance 

Program was banned, despite the fact that it was a counterterrorism program deemed 

lawful under the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 and was considered beneficial to the 

intelligence collection apparatus (Mukasey, 2015; Yoo, 2014). Rhetorical speech 

influences legislation, and if left unchecked, it may adversely commandeer rational logic 

and decision making (Perliger, 2012; Pilecki, 2017; Weible & Sabatier, 2018;). 

Therefore, in this study I sought to reveal whether lawmakers used rhetorical speech 

during a congressional hearing and were consequently subjected to its effect. This study 

may enhance the legislators' proclivity toward informed decision making when 

confronted with rhetorical discourse and thereby lead to better policy outcomes, thus 

fostering positive social change for the United States (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). 

Additionally, this study contributes to the limited scholarly literature that uses content 

analysis. By contributing to the content analysis paradigm, this study is situated as a 

standard or example that other studies may resemble while using the NPF as a theoretical 

framework. 

Summary 

The problem is that Congress prohibited the NSA Surveillance Program from 

collecting bulk metadata on U.S. citizens (Field, 2017; Forsyth, 2015; Mukasey, 2015; 

Oversight of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, 2019; Stransky, 2015). The gap in 

the literature is in describing how members of Congress may have used rhetorical speech 
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during a congressional hearing on the NSA Surveillance Program. The purpose of this 

qualitative case study was to describe how members of the House Judiciary Committee 

may have used rhetorical speech during a congressional hearing on the NSA Surveillance 

Program. Therefore, in this research I sought to answer the central research question:  

RQ: How, if at all, did members of the House Committee on the Judiciary use 

narrative characters during the July 17, 2013, congressional hearing on the NSA 

Surveillance Program? 

The significance of this study is that it may advance the knowledge of this 

discipline by applying a narratological lens to understanding why the NSA Surveillance 

Program was banned, despite the fact it was legal and a beneficial contribution to the 

intelligence community (Mukasey, 2015; Yoo, 2014). Additionally, this study contributes 

to the limited NPF scholarly literature that uses content analysis. The NPF was 

appropriate for this project as the framework evaluates and analyzes narration leveraged 

by policymakers within political subsystems (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). The dyadic 

qualitative case study and narrative inquiry was most appropriate for this project as it 

correctly aligned the study’s rudiments in terms of scope and data sample and directly 

answered the research question. However, before deciding the methodology and 

conceptual framework, I became thoroughly immersed in the literature. The literature 

review consisted of studies related to the domestic security dilemma, the USA PATRIOT 

Act of 2001, the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015, and the NSA Surveillance Program. This 

literature review is described in detail in Chapter 2. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

The problem is that Congress banned the NSA Surveillance Program (Field, 2017; 

Forsyth, 2015; Mukasey, 2015; Oversight of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, 

2019; Stransky, 2015). The prohibition of the NSA Surveillance Program is problematic 

because the United States may not obtain the intelligence necessary to prevent a terrorist 

attack (Field, 2017; Mukasey, 2015; Oversight of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

2013). Weible and Sabatier (2018) argued that policymakers might use rhetorical speech 

at congressional hearings, among other times, to influence change. Rhetorical speech is 

the use of narrative characters (e.g., hero, villain) that may influence and adversely affect 

rational judgment and decision making (Field, 2017; Jackson, 2005; Pilecki, 2017; 

Weible & Sabatier, 2018). It is essential to understand how policymakers may have used 

rhetorical speech at congressional hearings in order to describe how rhetorical speech 

influences counterterrorism legislation and consequently prohibits beneficial 

counterterrorism programs. 

Supporters for the NSA Surveillance Program argued it was: (a) beneficial to the 

intelligence community (Mukasey, 2015; Oversight of the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation, 2013), (b) approved several times by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 

Act Court (FISC), (c) legal per section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 (Berman, 

2016), and (d) did not violate the U.S. Constitution (Mukasey, 2013; Obama 

Administration, 2013; Yoo, 2014). However, critics contended the NSA Surveillance 

Program violated civil liberties by intruding upon a person’s reasonable expectation of 

privacy (Berman, 2016; Donohue, 2014) and that the collection of telephony metadata on 
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U.S. citizens was unconstitutional per the Fourth Amendment (Donohue, 2014; Liu, 

Nolan, & Thompson, 2015; Thompson, 2014). 

This chapter outlines the literature search strategy used to obtain information 

regarding the domestic security dilemma, the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, the USA 

FREEDOM Act of 2015, and the NSA Surveillance Program. I describe the NPF as the 

theoretical framework in greater detail and discuss why I chose the NPF as a framework. 

The third subsection is the literature review, which is a thorough analysis of studies 

related to the domestic security dilemma, the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 and USA 

FREEDOM Act of 2015, and the NSA Surveillance Program. Lastly, this chapter 

concludes with a summary. 

Literature Search Strategy 

The literature search strategy was straightforward and concise. Key search terms 

consisted of a carefully chosen combination of words utilizing navigational, 

informational, and transactional search queries in order to narrow the results field. I used 

keywords such as Narrative Policy Framework, rhetoric, domestic security dilemma, 

USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, USA FREEDOM Act of 2015,and National Security Agency 

bulk metadata surveillance to conduct the literature search. Literature was primarily 

derived from the Thoreau database, although ProQuest Central, ResearchGate, and 

Academia proved useful and provided applicable scholarly articles. The articles selected 

for this study were peer-reviewed, and due to the contentious nature of the topic, sources 

that exhibited an extraordinary wealth of bias were not included in this research. In 

addition to scholarly articles, federal government reports, judicial decisions, and various 
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law journals played an invaluable role in contributing to this body of literature and 

framework. 

Theoretical Framework 

The NPF is grounded in the belief that narratology is fundamentally and 

inescapably vital to understanding communication (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Narratives 

have a powerful impact on a person’s decision/opinion toward a topic, and it is frequently 

employed by individuals, coalitions, and society (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Used to 

enhance and diminish particular aspects of reality, a narrative is frequently utilized to 

entice, influence beliefs, and sway public opinion in order to support public policy (Jones 

& McBeth, 2010; Shanahan, Jones, & McBeth, 2011; Weible & Sabatier, 2018).  

In response to debates exploring the collection of policy theories, the NPF serves 

as a bridge between two camps, the postpositivists, and positivist-oriented theorists. 

Collectively they enable policy analysis to be socially constructed and empirically 

measured (Shanahan et al., 2011). Postpositivists recognize policy as situated by 

narratives and social constructions, whereas positivist-oriented theorists rely on “clear 

concepts and propositions, causal drivers, prediction, and falsification” (Weible & 

Sabatier, 2018, p. 174). The blend of both camps is vital to the construct of the NPF as 

they foster an environment grounded in scientifically repeatable metrics flexible enough 

to analyze complex narrative elements. 

Narrative Elements 

Since its inception, the NPF has been used to understand complex public policies 

in the United States and on the international stage, with new methodologies employed 
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that expanded its application with political dilemmas (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). This is 

accomplished by identifying the narrative elements based upon micro, meso, or macro 

factors (Shanahan et al., 2018). The researcher chooses the level of analysis based on the 

object or phenomenon under study (Shanahan et al., 2018). Once the level of analysis is 

determined, the researcher extracts the appropriate data and identifies the appropriate 

elements (e.g., setting, characters, plot, moral of the story) within the policy narrative 

(Jones, Shanahan, & McBeth, 2014). The elements remain flexible based on differing 

parameters unique to the research, and they are acceptable so long as the scholar is clear 

about “which definition they adhere to and why” (Weible & Sabatier, 2018, p. 176). 

In this study I applied one subsection of narrative elements, the characters. The 

characters consisted of the hero and villain (see Weible et al., 2016). The rationale for 

selecting characters was due to the belief that it would best answer the research question 

and fulfill the purpose statement. Chapter 3 provides greater depth and a rich description 

of the narrative characters. 

Qualitative Method of Analysis 

The qualitative method of analysis consists of content analysis. Content analysis 

is the initial identification of the narrative characters (Shanahan et al., 2018). Weible et 

al. (2016) emphasized the importance of congruency among narratological studies in 

terms of character definitions and means of utility regarding content analysis. Therefore, 

for the sake of replicability, transparency, and congruency, this study aligned with the 

same character definitions used by Weible et al. (2016). Content analysis is explained in 

greater depth in Chapter 3. 
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Core Assumptions 

Weible and Sabatier (2018) identified several core assumptions of the NPF. 

Firstly, objects and processes exist independently of human perception, and those objects 

and methods vary based on a person’s perception. Known as social construction, these 

objects and processes flux in meaning dependent on assigned perceptions of a particular 

group or individual. Secondly, social construction is varied based on bounded relativity 

and is thereby influenced by ideologies, dogma, normative axioms, and/or religious 

beliefs. Thirdly, it is assumed that narrative elements are generalizably structured and 

that these elements (i.e., characters) are identified in various policy narratives. Fourthly, 

policy narratives take place at three levels simultaneously: microlevel, mesolevel, and 

macrolevel, each level respective to the scope of impact and the object of study (e.g., 

individual, group, or nation). Lastly, the homo narrans model of the individual is based 

on the assumption that narrative plays a pivotal role in how individuals “process 

information, communicate, and reason” (Weible & Sabatier, 2018, p. 179). 

Previous Applications of the Narrative Policy Framework 

I have yet to identify scholarly research that applied the NPF in the context of this 

research. However, the closest research related to the scope of this study was conducted 

by Osinowo (2019). Osinowo applied the NPF in conjunction with another theoretical 

framework and sought to identify how the NSA obtained compliance from third party 

organizations (i.e., Internet and telecommunications industry) to obtain metadata. Though 

Osinowo’s research was related to counterterrorism measures and involved the NSA 

Surveillance Program, it did not explicitly contribute to the scope of this study.  
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Rationale for the Narrative Policy Framework 

I selected the NPF due to its ability to identify if narrative characters were utilized 

by the members of the House Committee on the Judiciary at one congressional hearing. 

The NPF was best suited for this analysis due to its application of positivist and 

postpositivist ideations, as well as enabling the ability to analyze scientifically and the 

flexibility to identify and gather narrative data (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Additionally, 

the NPF aligned with this research as it was utilized to identify the narrative in a policy 

debate and, therefore, answer the research question and fulfill the purpose of this study. 

Lastly, as there are limited scholarly studies centered on utilizing the NPF for analysis 

(Shanahan et al., 2018), this research builds upon the existing theory by contributing to 

the content analysis repertoire. 

Literature Review 

This section presents a literature review related to the constructs for this study. 

One of the core constructs for this study was the domestic security dilemma, which is the 

lack of sustained commitment to counterterrorism legislation and, consequently, the 

United States' inability to effectively combat and defend against terrorism (Field, 2017). 

The domestic security dilemma applies to this study as two acts that highlight the lack of 

sustained commitment to counterterrorism legislation are the USA PATRIOT Act of 

2001 and the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015, where the former permitted the NSA 

Surveillance Program and the ladder prohibited the NSA Surveillance Program (Field, 

2017; Forsyth, 2015; Hu, 2018; Ombres, 2015; Congressional Digest, 2015). As this 

literature review is centered around the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 and the USA 
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FREEDOM Act of 2015 as they pertain to the NSA Surveillance Program, it is necessary 

to specifically review section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 as that section was 

the provision under which the NSA Surveillance Program operated (Obama 

Administration, 2013). Thus, the domestic security dilemma is described below, along 

with how the NSA Surveillance Program operated under the confines of the USA 

PATRIOT Act of 2001 and then how the NSA Surveillance Program was altered by the 

USA FREEDOM Act of 2015.  

Domestic Security Dilemma 

Coined the domestic security dilemma, Field (2017) posited that after a terrorist 

attack occurs, public support for counterterrorism legislation/programs is strong and as 

time progresses and fear of a looming terrorist attack subsides, so does public support for 

such legislation. As evidenced shortly after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, 

Pillar (2004) contended that the greatest challenge to the United States in combating 

terrorism is maintaining an unwavering, sustained determination of the public to battle it. 

Perliger’s (2012) seminal work found that after a terrorist attack, behavioral and rational 

thought patterns are adversely affected, which ultimately elicits an emotional response 

enacted through aggressive counterterrorism policy. Similarly, Weible and Sabatier 

(2018), and Shanahan et al. (2018) inexplicitly supported the belief that an emotional 

response is the consequence of a terrorist attack by affirming that people make irrational 

decisions bounded by time and supported with limited information that is subjected to 

rhetorical speech. 
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Thus, if a terrorist attack possesses an adverse behavioral and rational thought 

pattern that is further subjected to rhetorical speech, then it is plausible to postulate that 

the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, adversely affected judgment resulting in the 

USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 and, as time progressed and fear of a looming terrorist 

attack diminished, the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 was borne, thereby consequently 

prohibiting the NSA Surveillance Program. Romero (2015) supported this plausibility as 

he argued the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 marked the “first time since 9/11 that the 

surveillance powers of the US government have been curtailed” (p. 1). Romero’s 

sentiment was echoed by Mukasey (2015) when he implied that the magnitude of the 

criticism toward the NSA Surveillance Program was the “first time [] it’s happened 

[toward the intelligence community] on this scale” (p. 207). However, to obtain a 

comprehensive understanding of the domestic security dilemma, it is essential to begin 

with the dilemma’s roots.  

Origins. The domestic security dilemma was espoused from the security 

dilemma, which was considered one of the most important contributions to the 

international relations field (Tang, 2009). The theoretical idea of the security dilemma 

was developed in the early 1950s by John Herz and Herbert Butterfield (Field, 2017), and 

it has been used to explain various significant events, such as the First World War, the 

Cold War, and conflicts in Africa (Tang, 2009). Additionally, the security dilemma has 

been utilized as a proactive effort for determining policies regarding international 

politics, such as the management of arms and fostering a climate of deconfliction 

between China and the United States (Tang, 2009).  
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Although Herz and Butterfield worked on the security dilemma concept 

separately, they shared similarities regarding the security dilemma’s roots. For example, 

both Herz and Butterfield argued that polities are insecure about their survival and 

therefore take steps to ensure safety by enhancing their security (Field, 2017) – as 

observed by the USA PATRIOT Act's enactment in 2001 and implementation of the NSA 

Surveillance Program. The security enhancement has a paradoxical effect where other 

nations likewise compete to bolster security and military readiness (Field, 2017; Tang, 

2009). However, although the pedagogy delivered by Herz and Butterfield aligned and 

shared similarities, the Herz perspective was grounded in humanity's insecurities 

regarding readiness, and the Butterfield perspective was centered on humanity's intrinsic 

fear of being attacked (Field, 2017; Tang, 2009).  

Expanding upon the security dilemma as described by Herz and Butterfield, it 

seems plausible to surmise that man is not inherently malice, though his fear and 

insecurity grounded in a lack of trust/guarantee from whom he perceives as the threat 

drives him to actions which possess an inherent paradoxical effect that culminates in 

conflict. After the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the 9/11 Commission report 

was borne and criticized the Intelligence Community for not sharing information with 

law enforcement agencies that may have prevented the devastating attacks in New York 

and Washington D.C. (Mukasey, 2015). The 9/11 Commission report, along with other 

publications criticizing the Intelligence Community, pressured the NSA to engage in 

controversial action in the name of national security that was later subject to reproach 
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(Mukasey, 2015) – thus, internal strife paradoxical effect, hence, the domestic security 

dilemma. 

USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 

As a response to the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, Congress convened 

to improve the U.S. government’s capability to detect and deter future terrorist attacks 

against the United States (Bendix & Quirk, 2016; Boyle, 2008; Copeland, 2004; Ebenger, 

2007; Young, 2011). The result was the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, which was the 

unity of two bills (Kerr, 2003). The U.S. Senate passed the Uniting and Strengthening 

America Act by a 96 to 1 vote, and the U.S. House of Representatives approved the 

Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act by a 337 

to 79 vote (Kerr, 2003). The merged bill combined both titles to create the USA 

PATRIOT Act of 2001 and passed both chambers of Congress and was signed by 

President George W. Bush on October 26, 2001 (Kerr, 2003).  

The USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, or HR 3162, amended the Electronic 

Communications Privacy Act, the Communications Act, the Foreign Intelligence 

Surveillance Act, and the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (Ebenger, 2007). Prior to the 

USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, law enforcement was mostly reactive as authorities 

investigated incidents after an alleged crime occurred to establish probable cause and 

obtain access to sensitive data (Taylor, Fritsch, & Liederbach, 2015). Since the USA 

PATRIOT Act of 2001’s passage, information sharing has improved among law 

enforcement agencies and the Intelligence Community (Berman, 2014); however, this 

improvement was made at the consequence of negatively impacting civil liberties 
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(Berman, 2016). Although the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 enhanced information 

sharing and investigative capabilities in various ways, the most fundamental was the 

NSA Surveillance Program (Banks, 2009; Bendix & Quirk, 2016; Kerr, 2003). 

NSA Surveillance Program under the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001. Section 

215 of the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 allowed the government to obtain tangible things 

pertinent to an ongoing investigation (Banks, 2016). The collection of tangible things was 

permissible so long as there were “reasonable grounds to believe that the tangible things 

sought [were] relevant to an authorized investigation” (Berman, 2016, p. 1201). Thus, 

section 215 was interpreted by the FISC and the NSA to authorize the bulk collection of 

metadata from telecommunications service providers (Berman, 2016). 

The bulk collection of telephony metadata was approved several times by the 

FISC under the “business records provision of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act 

[], 50 USC. § 1861, enacted as section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001” (Obama 

Administration, 2013, p. 1). As a means for preservation, the metadata was collected in 

bulk from telecommunications service providers and stored within an extensive database 

controlled by the NSA so that it may be accessed when/if needed (Mukasey, 2013; 

Obama Administration, 2013). Reasons for the preservation was that several 

telecommunication companies were discarding metadata after a certain period due to 

routine business practices, therefore deeming the metadata inaccessible if that 

telecommunication company was subpoenaed (Mukasey, 2013). 

Required via court order issued by the FISC, telecommunications service 

providers were compelled to provide the government with metadata related to telephone 
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calls made within the United States and between the United States and foreign countries 

(Obama Administration, 2013). The NSA queried and analyzed the metadata for 

counterterrorism purposes (Mukasey, 2013). Conducting a query for any purpose other 

than counterterrorism matters was not authorized (Obama Administration, 2013). The 

metadata obtained was limited to the telephone number that initiated the call, the 

telephone number that received the call, the date and time the call occurred, and the call 

duration (Mukasey, 2013; Obama Administration, 2013). The information obtained via 

this court order did not include the telephone call's content (Mukasey, 2013; Obama 

Administration, 2013; Yoo, 2014).  

The method of query employed by the NSA was complex. Before beginning the 

search, a telephone number (i.e., identifier) associated with a foreign terrorist 

organization had to be identified and approved by the FISC (Obama Administration, 

2013). To obtain approval, there had to be a “reasonable, articulable suspicion that a [] 

identifier used to query the data for foreign intelligence purposes [was] associated with a 

particular foreign terrorist organization” (Obama Administration, 2013, p. 3). Once 

approved, the search could be conducted, and the identifier initially used for approval 

became the “seed identifier” (Obama Administration, 2013, p. 3-4). Information obtained 

in response to the query included the telephone numbers and associated telephony 

metadata that were in contact with the seed identifier (Mukasey, 2013; Obama 

Administration, 2013). Additionally, the NSA could identify a second or third-tier (i.e., 

hop) contact associated with the seed identifier (Mukasey, 2013). The first “hop” referred 

to the telephone number directly associated with the seed identifier, the second “hop” 
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referred to the telephone number directly associated with the first “hop,” and the third 

“hop” was the telephone number directly associated with the second “hop” (Mukasey, 

2013; Obama Administration, 2013). The cross triangulation of metadata enabled NSA 

analysts to locate telephone numbers associated with terrorist activity (Obama 

Administration, 2013).  

Advocates. Mukasey (2013) and the Obama Administration (2013) argued 

section 215 and the NSA Surveillance Program was a valuable counterterrorism tool that 

the US government used to prevent terrorist attacks. Mukasey (2015) stressed the 

program was “virtually the only way that the government [could] look outward from the 

United States to see what's coming in from overseas” (p. 199). The cross triangulation of 

telephony metadata allowed the government to “determine whether known or suspected 

terrorists contacted individuals within the United States (Obama Administration, 2013, p. 

3).  

The ability to leverage this analytical capability in order to identify suspected 

terrorist communications was beneficial in detecting terrorist operatives who solely 

operated domestically, operated domestically and placed calls outside the United States, 

or operated abroad and placed domestic calls (Mukasey, 2015). The Obama 

Administration (2013) claimed the NSA Surveillance Program “help[ed] close critical 

intelligence gaps that were highlighted by the September 11, 2001 attacks” (p. 3). 

Additionally, without the large pool of telephony metadata to draw from, this program 

would have mostly been ineffective as the numbers (e.g., hops) are not known in advance 

to the authorized queries (Obama Administration, 2013) – this was helpful as service 
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providers would purge the metadata due to routine business practices and thus render the 

metadata irretrievable (Mukasey, 2015).  

The Obama Administration (2013) claimed oversight for the program was 

rigorously monitored by the Department of Justice, the FISC, Congress, and the Office of 

the Director of National Intelligence. Mukasey (2015) also stressed the program had strict 

measures in place; first, it was only accessible to approximately two dozen people; 

second, the program must only have been accessed for counterterrorism purposes; and 

third, the program was overseen by the intelligence committees and judiciary committees 

from both houses of Congress, as well as the FISC which ensured all queries and 

metadata were handled correctly. 

A threshold of reasonable, articulable suspicion had to be identified by one of the 

22 designated NSA officials in order for the seed identifier to be established and the 

request to search authorized (Obama Administration, 2013). During internal oversight, if 

a compliance violation was found, the matter would be reported to the FISC, which 

would implement remedial action (Obama Administration, 2013). On at least one 

occasion, the NSA had searched beyond the scope of what was permissible, and this 

excessive search was brought before the FISC; the judge who heard this instance 

criticized the NSA but nonetheless reauthorized the program (Mukasey, 2015, p. 198). 

The bulk collection of telephony metadata records was compliant with section 

215, had been authorized 34 times by 14 different judges of the FISC, and arguably did 

not violate the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution (Mukasey, 2013; 

Obama Administration, 2013; Yoo, 2014). Particularly concerning the Fourth 
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Amendment, Yoo (2014) and the Obama Administration (2013) leveraged the third-party 

doctrine as a defense when they argued the NSA Surveillance Program did not violate 

one’s reasonable expectation of privacy. The third-party doctrine was a Supreme Court 

privacy precedent that declared one could not have a reasonable expectation of privacy 

for information voluntarily provided to third parties or telecommunication service 

providers (Thompson, 2014). Lastly, the Obama Administration (2013) and Mukasey 

(2015) declared the NSA Surveillance Program was not in violation of the First and 

Fourth Amendment as the content was not collected – only metadata as an 

investigative/intelligence tool. 

Critics. Berman (2016) argued that the bulk collection of telephony metadata was 

the most controversial program authorized by section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act of 

2001. The bulk metadata collection program was subject to scrutiny by civil liberty 

organizations, politicians, and academics (Berman, 2016; McGowan, 2014). The NSA 

Surveillance Program was controversial because critics questioned the constitutionality of 

the program regarding the mass collection of metadata on US citizens (Donohue, 2014; 

Berman, 2016). The premise for the bulk collection program was primarily indicative of 

the judicial ruling in Smith v. Maryland, in which the Supreme Court found that one does 

not have a reasonable expectation of privacy for information voluntarily relinquished to 

third parties (Berman, 2016; Donohue, 2014; Liu et al., 2015; Rapisarda, 2015; Yoo, 

2014). However, several scholars raised concern to the applicability of the 

aforementioned jurisprudential justification as the basis by claiming the bulk metadata 
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collection program operated within constitutional parameters (Donohue, 2014; Liu et al., 

2015; Thompson, 2014).  

After reviewing the literature, it appeared there are four primary concerns for the 

third-party doctrine and, therefore, the justification for the NSA Surveillance Program. 

The first concern is that privacy is not all lost when disclosed to another organization or 

person (Thompson, 2014). Thompson (2014) suggested it is not plausible that any 

information relinquished to a controlled environment (i.e., third party) could 

subsequently be released to anyone for any reason. The second concern is information 

obtained by third parties is not voluntarily relinquished by the individual (Shamsi & 

Abdo, 2011; Thompson, 2014). Shamsi & Abdo (2011) argued that, due to technological 

advancements, people routinely engage in cyber and digital communications in order to 

maintain pace with the developing world; thus, specific information that may be revealed 

within the metadata is practically unavoidable. The third concern is that the third-party 

doctrine lacks a comprehensive analysis and is antiquated (Rapisarda, 2015; Shamsi & 

Abdo, 2011; Thompson, 2014). Thompson (2014) found that the judiciary should not 

claim a reasonable expectation of privacy test without a comprehensive study. The fourth 

concern is that the third-party doctrine fosters a climate of distrust among the polity, and 

such distrust may manifest itself toward degrading a free society (Thompson, 2014).    

The Smith v. Maryland case that established the grounds by which the third-party 

doctrine was established was also questioned (Donohue, 2014; Liu et al., 2015; 

Rapisarda, 2015; Thompson, 2014). In Smith v. Maryland, law enforcement had 

reasonable suspicion that the subject for data collection was involved in criminal activity, 
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unlike the mass collection of bulk metadata from every U.S. citizen (Donohue, 2014). 

Additionally, the metadata obtained by the NSA was more detailed and differed from that 

of the Smith v. Maryland case that occurred in 1976 (Rapisarda, 2015; Thompson, 2014; 

Donohue, 2014). For example, several technological advancements such as cellular 

devices and Internet communications were available during the NSA Surveillance 

Program that was not available in 1976 (Galicki, 2015; Rapisarda, 2015; Thompson, 

2014), and the NSA programs collected metadata on hundreds of millions of people, 

whereas the Smith v. Maryland case was restricted in the duration of metadata collection 

and the target for surveillance (Donohue, 2014; Rapisarda, 2015;). Thus, in aggregate and 

the long-term collection of bulk metadata, big data analytics (Reilly, 2015) could be 

applied through the NSA Surveillance Program to determine lifestyle patterns and 

behavioral analysis (Donohue, 2014; Galicki, 2015; Liu et al., 2015;) – this is also known 

as the mosaic theory (Jaffer, 2010; Pozen, 2005).  

USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 

After the unauthorized disclosure of the NSA Surveillance Program in June 2013, 

U.S. intelligence/surveillance became the topic of interest for public and political 

discourse, which began to erode the public’s trust in the U.S. government and confidence 

in their electronic communications (Berman, 2016; Casarez, 2016;). Shortly after the 

NSA Surveillance Program disclosure in June 2013, Congressman Sensenbrenner 

introduced the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 later that fall along with support from 152 

cosponsors, privacy groups, and technology companies (Forsyth, 2015). The U.S. House 

passed the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 by a 338 to 88 vote, and it passed the U.S. 
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Senate by a 67 to 32 vote (HR 2048, n.d.). On June 2, 2015, President Barrack Obama 

signed the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 (Stransky, 2015) and Casarez (2016) argued 

that the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 was the “most significant surveillance reform in 

decades” (p. 2).  

In addition to changes regarding the NSA Surveillance Program, the USA 

FREEDOM Act of 2015 provided greater oversight for the FISC as well as an expertise 

amicus curiae on matters concerning civil liberties and various advanced technologies 

(Berman, 2016). Also, as an effort to deter support for terrorist organizations, the 

maximum sentence for providing material support to terrorism increased from 15 years to 

20 years (HR 2048, n.d.). 

Regarding alterations to the NSA Surveillance Program, the Judiciary Committee 

(2015) surmised that the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 reformed intelligence-gathering 

programs in five ways; (a) ended bulk collection of data, (b) prevented government 

overreach, (c) strengthened protection for civil liberties, (d) increased government 

transparency, and (e) reinforced national security. Although the USA FREEDOM Act of 

2015 made a few notable changes that superseded the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, the 

end of the NSA Surveillance Program as it functioned under section 215 of the USA 

PATRIOT Act of 2001 was the most significant (Berman, 2016). Therefore, this 

subsection will focus on how the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 altered the NSA 

Surveillance Program.  

NSA Surveillance Program under the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015. The USA 

FREEDOM Act of 2015 ended the bulk collection of metadata (Forsyth, 2015; Stransky, 
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2015), which was essentially the cornerstone of the NSA Surveillance Program. Under 

the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015, the U.S. government may no longer collect bulk 

telephonic metadata from a broad region (e.g., zip or area code) within the United States, 

limiting the collection to the greatest extent reasonably practicable (HR 2048, n.d.) by 

incorporating a “specific selection term” to acquire data (Forsyth, 2015). The specific 

selection term must be “used to limit, to the greatest extent reasonably practicable, the 

volume of tangible things sought consistent with the purpose for seeking the tangible 

things” (Forsyth, 2015, p. 1337).  

Requiring greater specificity, the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 defined a specific 

search as identifying a person, account, address (physical or electronic), or personal 

device (HR 2048, n.d.). Additionally, the government must show, (a) reasonable grounds 

to believe that the metadata sought is relevant to protect against international terrorism 

and (b) reasonable, articulable suspicion that the metadata is linked with a foreign power 

(HR 2048, n.d.). Furthermore, the NSA Surveillance Program was restricted to collecting 

metadata from up to “two hops” concerning a suspect rather than three hops as it were 

under the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, be it the government has reasonable suspicion 

that a nexus exists to link the suspect to international terrorism (Forsyth, 2015).  

USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 controversy. Former President Barack Obama 

and former FBI Director James Comey were advocates for the elimination of bulk 

metadata (FBI, 2014; The White House, 2015;). Although Obama and Comey do not 

explicitly mention that the bulk metadata collection under the NSA Surveillance Program 

was not beneficial to the intelligence collection apparatus, they did, however, emphasize 
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the protection of civil liberties and greater government transparency (FBI, 2014; The 

White House, 2015). However, it is worth noting that the Obama Administration (2013) 

initially defended the NSA Surveillance Program and argued its legitimacy, 

constitutionality, and legality.  

Former NSA Director Michael Rogers expressed concern that the elimination of 

bulk metadata collection would adversely affect the NSA’s ability to detect imminent 

terrorist threats (NSA, 2015). Rogers confirmed that ending bulk collection would 

diminish the NSA’s operational aptitude and that there was no replacement for the benefit 

of bulk metadata collection (NSA, 2015). Supporting Rogers’ position on bulk metadata 

collection, Mukasey (2015) and Yoo (2014) argued that the NSA Surveillance Program 

was a vital tool for the Intelligence Community that was legal and constitutional. 

Summary of Literature Review 

Indeed, the NSA Surveillance Program’s application of collecting bulk metadata 

on U.S. citizens from telephony service providers was controversial. The controversiality 

lay within the appropriate balance of civil liberties (e.g., one’s reasonable expectation of 

privacy) and national security or the greater good (Mukasey, 2015). Congress (Forsyth, 

2015) and several legal scholars argued the NSA Surveillance Program needed to be 

restricted (Berman, 2016; Donohue, 2014), whereas executives of the intelligence 

community claimed the collection of bulk metadata was beneficial to national security 

(Mukasey, 2013; NSA, 2015; Obama Administration, 2013; Yoo, 2014). The collection 

of bulk metadata on U.S. citizens was controversial, lawful, and constitutional (Mukasey, 

2013; NSA, 2015; Obama Administration, 2013; Yoo, 2014); however, the majority of 
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congressional members and the Obama Administration acknowledged that the bulk 

metadata program was too powerful and that the scales of civil liberty and national 

security were not appropriately balanced (FBI, 2014; Forsyth, 2015; The White House, 

2015), thereby resulting in the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015. 

Several studies considered the NSA Surveillance Program's constitutionality and 

its legality under section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001. Moreover, many legal 

scholars examined case law and applicable judicial decisions regarding the third-party 

doctrine and one’s reasonable expectation of privacy regarding the mass collection of 

metadata on U.S. citizens. However, although copious amounts of research were 

conducted concerning the appropriate balance for civil liberties and national security, it 

appears much remains unknown regarding this topic. 

Conclusion 

This chapter covered the NSA Surveillance Program, surveillance authorities that 

governed the collection of bulk metadata, and various judicial cases regarding one’s 

reasonable expectation of privacy and the third-party doctrine. Additionally, this chapter 

included an overview of the domestic security dilemma and the NPF theoretical 

framework. The topics introduced in this chapter were fundamentally important to 

understand while applying the NPF to assess the House Judiciary Committee hearing's 

narrative climate analytically. Understanding the variables associated with the NSA 

Surveillance Program is necessary as they were discussed during the House Judiciary 

Committee congressional hearing. The research method is described thoroughly in 

chapter 3.  
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Chapter 3: Research Method 

The purpose of this qualitative narrative case study was to describe how members 

of the House Judiciary Committee may have used rhetorical speech during the 

congressional hearing held on July 17, 2013, about the NSA Surveillance Program. This 

study's results may lead to identifying how members of the House Judiciary Committee 

used rhetorical speech to prohibit the NSA Surveillance Program. This chapter will 

expand upon the research design and rationale, the role of the researcher, and the 

methodology. Additionally, this chapter will address issues of trustworthiness and ways 

they are mitigated.  

Research Design and Rationale 

The central research question was:  

RQ: How, if at all, did members of the House Committee on the Judiciary use 

narrative characters during the July 17, 2013, congressional hearing on the NSA 

Surveillance Program? 

Central Concept 

The domestic security dilemma is the central concept that drove this research. 

Field (2017) described this concept as an ebb and flow of political support for 

counterterrorism legislation that renders the United States ineffective for combating and 

defending against terrorism. After a terrorist attack, political support is initially high for 

counterterrorism legislation/programs but, as time progresses and fear of a looming 

terrorist attack subsides, the political support for the same programs enacted as a 

consequence of the attack is low (Field, 2017). The NSA Surveillance Program is one 
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example of the ebb and flow of political support for counterterrorism programs (Field, 

2017; Forsyth, 2015; Mukasey, 2015; Oversight of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 

Act, 2019; Stransky, 2015;). Field (2017), Shanahan et al. (2018), and Weible and 

Sabatier (2018) observed that rhetorical speech used by legislators influences the 

outcome for legislation. Thus, this research collected and analyzed the congressional 

hearing transcript to identify if members of the House Judiciary Committee used 

rhetorical speech during the NSA Surveillance Program discussion. It is important to 

understand how policymakers used rhetorical speech, if at all, in order to describe how 

rhetorical speech may influence counterterrorism legislation and consequently prohibit 

beneficial counterterrorism programs. Rhetorical speech is the use of narrative characters 

(e.g., hero, villain) that may adversely affect rational judgment and policy decisions 

(Field, 2017; Jackson, 2005; Pilecki, 2017; Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Policymakers may 

use rhetorical speech to frame another individual, organization, or polity as the villain or 

hero to advantageously situate a preconceived policy agenda (Shanahan et al., 2018; 

Weible & Sabatier, 2018). The use of narrative characters is discussed in depth later in 

this chapter.  

Research Design 

The research design I chose for this dissertation was a dyadic qualitative narrative 

inquiry and case study approach. The selection of two approaches for this qualitative 

research was based on the fact that this dissertation entailed both elements for a case 

study as well as narrative inquiry. Though this research focused on a defined set of 

parameters bounded by time and centered on a political subsystem (i.e., congressional 
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hearing), the data analysis phase situated on the congressional hearing transcript. 

Implementing the coupled design that supports this study's principles fosters a climate of 

inclusion, which enables the design to best answer the research question.  

Qualitative analysis is imperative for social progress, and in fact, several 

colonized nations relied on “human disciplines, especially sociology and anthropology, to 

produce knowledge about strange and foreign worlds” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2013, p. 1). 

Qualitative research has no theory or paradigm of its own and is rather difficult to clearly 

define (Denzin & Lincoln, 2013). Ravitch and Carl (2016) broadly defined qualitative 

research as a “methodological pursuit of understanding the ways that people see, view, 

approach, and experience the world and make meaning of their experiences as well as 

specific phenomena within it” (p. 7). Erickson (2011) defined qualitative inquiry as a 

means to discover “meaning-relevant kinds of things in the world” (p. 43) and describe 

the phenomena through narrative reporting. Denzin and Lincoln (2013) described 

qualitative review as a  

situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It consists of a set of 

interpretive, material practices that make the world visible. These practices 

transform the world. They turn the world into a series of representations, 

including field notes, interviews, conversations, photographs, recordings, and 

memos to the self. At this level, qualitative research involves an interpretive, 

naturalistic approach to the world. This means that qualitative researchers study 

things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or interpret, 

phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them. (p. 4) 
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To combine these broad definitions of qualitative research, I identified qualitative study 

as a means to describe meaningful phenomena that are explored by adopting qualitative 

methods and describing the researcher’s understanding and interpretation through 

narration.  

Although several definitions of qualitative research exist, the methodological 

intent remains the same, to obtain a comprehensive understanding of a contextual 

phenomenon through a subjective world with no “goal of finding an objective or 

immutable truth” (Ravitch & Carl, 2016, p. 9). The method of analysis and the central 

research question for this research design aligned with the qualitative research 

methodology. Thus, qualitative research best supported this study because in this research 

I sought to understand how policymakers may have used rhetorical speech during a 

congressional hearing. Furthermore, for this research I used qualitative methods to 

describe how rhetorical speech may consequently prohibit beneficial counterterrorism 

programs. Therefore, the rationale for choosing a qualitative methodology was that it was 

most appropriate as the scope of this research falls within its purview. 

Narrative inquiry. Though scholars disagree on roots and precise description, 

narrative inquiry could have begun in the early 20th Century and had roots in 

organizational studies, sociology, occupational science, and cognitive science, as well as 

realist, modernist, postmodern, and constructionist strands (Noffke &Somekh, 2009). 

This method is used to identify and describe the role narrative plays in a phenomenon 

(Ravitch & Carl, 2016). Narrative inquiry can also be paired with other qualitative 

approaches, such as a case study (Lichtman, 2014). Narrative inquiry extracts data from 
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several sources such as stories, journals, letters, conversations, interviews, pictures, 

litigation, and legislation (Ravitch & Carl, 2016). Thus, the rationale for choosing 

narrative inquiry aligned with this study’s research question as the nexus of this research 

was gathering data for the purpose of analyzing narrative. 

Case study. Bounded by time, case studies describe real-life events that focus on 

an individual, organization, event, or policy, among others (Rudestam & Newton, 2015). 

Case studies are frequently used in the public administration field to understand and 

evaluate phenomena (Rudestam & Newton, 2015). Burkholder, Cox, and Crawford 

(2016) posited the benefit of using a case study approach is the ability to confine the 

study within a specific set of parameters to prevent the research from “expanding beyond 

[its] original intent” (p. 228) and to observe/compare restricted data to obtain an in-depth 

analysis. Therefore, I selected the case study method because this research focuses on one 

congressional hearing that may have led toward prohibiting a counterterrorism program 

through legislation.  

Quantitative research is grounded in hypothesis-testing through the application of 

mathematical theory and scientific operation (Martin & Bridgmon, 2012). I did not select 

quantitative analysis as for this study I did not seek to conduct a statistical analysis of 

narrative characters that may exist within the congressional hearing transcript. 

Quantitative research would not have answered this study’s research question, nor would 

it contribute to filling the research gap this study was intended to address. However, 

taking a qualitative approach that describes how rhetorical speech may have prohibited 
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the NSA Surveillance Program best answers this study’s research question and 

contributes to filling the research gap. 

Role of the Researcher 

Ramos (1989) identified two problems that may negatively affect the quality of 

qualitative studies and compromise ethics: (a) relationship between data and researcher, 

and (b) researcher bias. Taking into consideration the breadth of means in which 

qualitative review is conducted regarding the collection and analysis of empirical data, 

the scholar-practitioner must consider a position apropos the subject matter (Karagiozis, 

2018; Ravitch & Carl, 2016). I was the observer and participant who collected and 

analyzed the transcript from a congressional hearing. It behooves the researcher who is 

the observer and participant to adopt the relational research role, which critically 

examines relational subtleties between scholar-practitioner and participant(s), as well as 

experiences amongst participants regarding the core of the study (Ravitch & Carl, 2016). 

Although there was no direct interaction between the participants and me in this analysis 

and therefore no professional relationship with the participants, there existed a direct 

interaction between me and the content because I analyzed the congressional transcript to 

interpret the meaning to identify if narrative characters exist. However, I adhered to 

relational research ideologies, which ensure the researcher is open to change opinions, 

research methods, and other critical elements that may alter the study (Ravitch & Carl, 

2016).  

Although I acknowledge that I am a United States citizen and, therefore, am 

affected by U.S. policy, I did not possess strong biases regarding the outcome of this 
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study. Instead, I understood the importance of counterterrorism programs as well as the 

necessity for upholding civil liberties as outlined in the U.S. Constitution. It would be my 

hope that if members of Congress utilized rhetorical speech at the congressional hearing 

on the NSA Surveillance Program, the rhetorical speech would be exposed in order to 

increase understanding of the use of narrative characters that may prohibit 

counterterrorism programs. I did not strive to obtain the answer to balancing civil 

liberties and national security matters. Instead, I intended to contribute and further 

expand upon the existing body of knowledge regarding the domestic security dilemma.  

To mitigate and manage biases, I aligned this study with the four key pillars as 

outlined by Ravitch and Carl (2016): (a) criticality, (b) reflexivity, (c) collaboration, and 

(d) rigor. Criticality considers the researcher’s positionality among the theoretical, 

conceptual, and methodological levels of the study (Ravitch & Carl, 2016). Reflexivity is 

the conscious assessment of the researcher’s identity, influence, positionality, and 

subjectivities in relation to the research (Ravitch & Carl, 2016; Thurairajah, 2019). 

Collaboration is the fundamentally valuable means of challenging the researcher’s biases 

or elements of the research that the author may have taken for granted or excluded 

(Ravitch and Carl, 2016; Ravitch & Riggan, 2012; Rule, 2011). Ravitch and Carl (2016) 

spoke to the importance of rigor when they argued the “rigorous research process will 

result in more trustworthy findings” (p. 17). I maintained rigor, collaboration, reflexivity, 

and criticality throughout this study.  
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Methodology 

Participant Selection Logic 

This narrative case study used the transcript from one congressional hearing as 

data. The data consisted of the words spoken by members of the House Judiciary 

Committee per the transcript in order to identify if narrative characters existed within the 

political discourse of that one hearing. Only the hearing on July 17, 2013, about the NSA 

Surveillance Program by the House Committee on the Judiciary was considered as data 

for this study. The House Committee on the Judiciary was chosen due to the committee's 

direct oversight on counterterrorism matters and the fact that Representative 

Sensenbrenner, a member of the committee, sponsored the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 

and its predecessor, the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 (Forsyth, 2015). The hearing on 

July 17, 2013, was considered for this study as it was the first House Judiciary 

Committee hearing on the NSA Surveillance Program since the program’s unauthorized 

disclosure in June 2013 (Government Publishing Office, n.d.). The selected congressional 

hearing was obtained through the Government Publishing Office website. The 

Government Publishing Office (n.d.) is a federal agency within the legislative branch that 

provides public access to official publications from all three federal government 

branches.  

Instrumentation & Data Collection 

As previously mentioned, the historical congressional transcript was used as data 

for this study. I obtained the congressional transcript from the Government Publishing 

Office website. The Government Publishing Office (n.d.) is a reputable source provided 
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by the government that offers services such as providing congressional transcripts to the 

public. The data collection phase was relatively quick as the congressional hearing 

transcript was already accessible online. Should the Government Publishing Office not 

have had the congressional hearing transcript within its archives, then I would have 

contacted the House Judiciary Committee directly to request a copy of the transcript. 

Should the committee not have able to provide a copy of the transcript, then I would have 

submitted a Freedom of Information Act request requiring the House Judiciary 

Committee to provide the document. Lastly, only transcriptional format was considered 

as data, thus excluding audiovisual versions of the congressional hearing. As this is an 

independent study, respectively, only I collected the data. 

Data Analysis 

Weible et al. (2016) argued, “A fundamental challenge in understanding policy 

narratives is the inconsistency and lack of precision in how policy narratives, and their 

constitutive elements, are defined” (p. 420). To ensure replicability and transparency, the 

data analysis method for this research closely aligned with the analysis paradigm 

employed by Weible et al. (2016). This current research incorporated the NPF’s meso-

level methodology to evaluate the use of narrative characters at the political subsystem 

level (e.g., congressional committee). At the meso-level, the NPF employs two main 

features for conducting qualitative research; content analysis and network analysis 

(Shanahan et al., 2018). However, this research only utilized content anlaysis. 

Content analysis, the most frequently utilized by NPF scholars and determined “a 

priori of the empirical material” (Weible et al., 2016, p. 426), is used to analyze and 
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identify policy narratives (Shanahan et al.,2018). Shanahan et al. (2018) defined policy 

narratives as being comprised of narrative elements, which consist of the setting, 

characters, plot, moral of the story, belief systems, and strategies. However, this study 

only considered one substratum of the policy narrative construct, the characters (e.g., 

heroes and villains). Since I independently conducted this rigorous study, it was not 

feasible nor practical to analyze all or additional narrative elements as this would have 

required a research team. The analysis of characters is described more thoroughly below. 

Animate objects may adopt the role of a character, whereas inanimate objects or 

anthropomorphized nouns may not (Weible et al., 2016). Animate characters are 

comprised of one of two characters (Weible et al., 2016). The first character, heroes, are 

individuals/coalitions that solve or attempt to solve a problem (Weible et al., 2016). 

Villains, the second character, are individuals/coalitions “who cause or attempt to make 

the problem worse” (Weible et al., 2016, p. 423). For example, a policymaker may speak 

to the government protecting its citizenry from terrorist attacks. This rhetorical speech 

would situate government as the perceived hero and terrorist as the villain. Alternatively, 

a policymaker may speak to the government infringing on the civil liberties of its 

citizenry. This rhetorical speech would situate government as the villain. Thus, the 

narrative character (e.g., hero or villain) is predicated on the policymaker’s rhetorical 

speech. Therefore, content analysis is solely grounded in the policymaker’s rhetorical 

speech and not whether the researcher agrees with what is said. 

The qualitative software NVivo 12 Plus was utilized to store and analyze the 

congressional hearing transcript about NSA Surveillance Program. Every narrative 
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character found within the transcript was categorized based on the rhetorical speech. The 

data was then partitioned into themes to describe how members of the House Judiciary 

Committee may have used rhetorical speech during the congressional hearing on the NSA 

Surveillance Program. 

Trustworthiness 

It is accurate to mention that, regardless of any profound findings, if I reveal 

untrustworthy results, then my efforts are void. Validity is an “active methodological 

process, a central value of qualitative research, and a research goal” (Ravitch & Carl, 

2016, p. 185). To ensure qualitative validity, I ensured findings were congruent with 

credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Shenton, 2004). This 

section defines the aforementioned themes and how I maintained each value throughout 

the duration of this research. 

Within the confines of this study, credibility is ensured by prudent examination of 

the theoretical framework, literature review, data analysis, and self-reflection of the 

researcher (Ravitch & Carl, 2016; Shenton, 2004). Synonymous with internal validity 

(Shenton, 2004), credibility is my ability to synthesize all complexities of the study and 

the means to deal with matters not easily explained (Ravitch & Carl, 2016). Credibility 

maintains that methods and findings are inseparable, and there is no checklist (nor should 

there be) for achieving validity; however, there exist methods for execution when striving 

to achieve validity (Ravitch & Carl, 2016). Therefore, I sought complexity in this 

research design, authenticity in data selection and saturation, alignment with research 

approach and research question, understanding and engagement with patterns in data, 
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challenged assumptions and biases, and synthesis of findings. This chapter further 

contributes to the authentic research methodologies and transparency, thereby fostering 

credibility 

Transferability is implemented as the method in which data is collected, the 

number of data sources analyzed, and how the data is aggregated (Ravitch & Carl, 2016). 

The intent of qualitative research is “not to produce true statements that can be 

generalized to other people or settings but rather to develop descriptive, context-relevant 

statements” (Ravitch & Carl, 2016, p. 189). With transferring to the broader context in 

mind, transferability maintains richness in context-specific material in order for the 

audience (readers and researchers) to make comparisons to various contexts (Ravitch & 

Carl, 2016). Similar to its counterpart, external validity, transferability entails that I learn 

how and to what degree the findings have applicability in other settings/contexts 

(Shenton, 2004). To achieve transferability, I sought a rich description of the contextual 

factors that frame the study, authenticity in data interpretation, and overall clarity. 

Dependability is synonymous with stability, where dependability is the core 

constructs and concepts of the study (Ravitch & Carl, 2016). Essential for stability, 

dependability is where another researcher discovers the same findings at the end of a 

study where s/he applied the same methods to the same data in the same context 

(Shenton, 2004). Dependability safeguards the methods in which the data was gathered, 

codified, and appraised (Ravitch & Carl, 2016). Articulating the triangulation of methods 

for data collection and rationale for analysis based on research questions communicates 

the level of dependability to the researcher’s audience (Ravitch & Carl, 2016). Thus, I 
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sought clarity in why the research method was chosen and simplicity in mapping the 

research design to the research question. Additionally, I sought to apply similar analytical 

methods previous NPF studies have used to ensure dependability/reliability among policy 

narrative analysis (Weible et al., 2016). 

Confirmability, equivalent to its quantitative counterpart for the concept of 

objectivity, adheres to the notion that “qualitative researchers do not claim to be 

objective” (Ravitch & Carl, 2016, p. 189) and, in fact, researcher’s biases are inevitable 

(Shenton, 2004). Qualitative researchers must acknowledge that bias is unavoidable and 

exists intrinsically; however, it is essential to maintain a neutral posture (to the best of 

one’s ability) and posit that findings are free from researcher bias (Shenton, 2004). 

Therefore, to obtain confirmability, I adhered to structured reflexivity processes and 

triangulation strategies (Ravitch & Carl, 2016; Shenton, 2004), such as exploring how 

biases may infringe upon the data analysis phase and then mitigating the effects of bias to 

the greatest extent possible. 

Ethical Procedures 

In order to adhere to ethical procedures that govern doctoral research, I needed to 

obtain approval from the Walden University Institutional Review Board (IRB) and obtain 

the Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI) doctoral student researchers 

certification. I had to obtain IRB approval before advancing to data collection and 

analysis. Although the overall ethical risk for this research was minimal, as the data 

entailed documentation that was widely available to the general public and was not 

confidential, classified, or sensitive; nonetheless, I completed the appropriate 
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documentation. My IRB application was approved on September 22, 2020, and the 

approval number is 09-22-20-0670414. My CITI certification is available in Appendix D. 

Summary 

This chapter outlined the plan for the study and described its methodology. The 

concept of the study centered on the NSA Surveillance Program and the House Judiciary 

Committee hearing on July 17, 2013. The centrality of this research sought to answer the 

research question: How, if at all, did members of the House Committee on the Judiciary 

use rhetorical speech during the congressional hearing held on July 17, 2013, that 

pertained to the NSA Surveillance Program? This methodology, to include data collection 

and analysis, aligned with answering the research question and maintains validity while 

mitigating ethical risks. Additionally, issues of trustworthiness (i.e., credibility, 

transferability, dependability, and confirmability) were discussed, and 

approaches/methods on how they were mitigated were described. Lastly, after IRB 

approval, I did not have issues of trustworthiness during the data collection and analysis 

phase.   
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Chapter 4: Results 

The purpose of this qualitative narrative case study was to describe how members 

of the House Judiciary Committee may have used rhetorical speech during the 

congressional hearing held on July 17, 2013, about the NSA Surveillance Program. The 

results of this study may lead to identifying how members of the House Judiciary 

Committee used rhetorical speech to prohibit the NSA Surveillance Program. The central 

research question was:  

RQ: How, if at all, did members of the House Committee on the Judiciary use 

narrative characters during the July 17, 2013, congressional hearing on the NSA 

Surveillance Program?  

This chapter covers the research setting, demographics, data collection, data analysis, 

evidence of trustworthiness, and the results of the study. I conclude with a summary to 

highlight and recapture the key themes that emerged as a result of the analysis.  

Research Setting 

This research was a historical analysis of rhetorical speech uttered by members of 

the House Judiciary Committee during the hearing on July 17, 2013, about the NSA 

Surveillance Program. Therefore, because this study took place after the fact, the 

participants (i.e., members of the House Judiciary Committee) were not influenced during 

the study. However, it is worth noting that the members of the House Judiciary 

Committee may have been influenced during the congressional hearing by rhetorical 

speech that adversely affected behavioral and rational thought proceeding from the 

unauthorized disclosure of the NSA Surveillance Program (Field; 2017; Perliger, 2012). 
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Additionally, Field (2017) contended that as time progresses, fear of a looming terrorist 

attack subsides, and therefore public support for counterterrorism legislation declines. 

Thus, these factors (i.e., rhetorical speech and adversely affected behavioral and rational 

thought) may have affected the members at the congressional hearing; however, no 

influence occurred at the time of analysis that would impact the data analysis or 

interpretation of results.  

Demographics 

Considering the demographics and characteristics of the members who composed 

the House Judiciary Committee at the time of the hearing was outside the scope of this 

study. However, I compiled a list of the House Judiciary Committee members who 

attended the hearing on July 17, 2013. Demographics such as sex, gender, or party 

affiliation were not considered during the data analysis phase or data 

interpretation/results. The list below is to inform the reader which representatives were 

present during the congressional hearing. 
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Table 1 

Representatives Present During Congressional Hearing 

Name State Name State 

Goodlatte Virgina Conyers Michigan 

Sensenbrenner Wisconsin Nadler New York 

Coble North Carolina Scott Virginia 

Smith Texas Lofgren California 

Chabot Ohio Jackson Lee Texas 

Bachus Alabama Cohen Tennessee 

Forbes Virginia Johnson Georgia 

King Iowa Chu California 

Gohmert Texas Deutch Florida 

Poe Texas DelBene Washington 

Chaffetz Utah Garcia Florida 

Gowdy South Carolina Jeffries New York 

Labrador Idaho   

Farenthold Texas   

Holding North Carolina   

Collins Georgia   

DeSantis Florida   
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Data Collection 

As previously mentioned, the historical House Judiciary Committee hearing that 

took place on July 17, 2013, was used as data for this study. I obtained the House 

Judiciary Committee hearing transcript from the Government Publishing Office website. 

Once collected, the data was uploaded into the NVivo 12 Plus software. There were no 

unusual circumstances that occurred while the data were being downloaded from the 

Government Publishing Office website or uploaded into NVivo 12 Plus. Thus, there were 

no variations in the data collection method as described in Chapter 3.  

Data Analysis 

This qualitative case study and narrative inquiry employed the NPF. Specifically, 

this data analysis used the content analysis method at the mesolevel unit of analysis (see 

Weible & Sabatier, 2018). I only analyzed the words spoken by members of the House 

Judiciary Committee, as indicated on the July 17, 2013, hearing transcript about the NSA 

Surveillance Program. To ensure replicability and transparency, the data analysis method 

for this research was closely aligned with the analysis paradigm employed by Weible et 

al. (2016). Weible et al. (2016) argued that content analysis is determined as “a priori of 

the empirical material" (p. 426). Therefore, the subcategories were characterized as a 

hero or villain prior to analysis.  

The same definitions for the hero and villain were adhered to as described in 

Chapter 3. The first character, heroes, are individuals/coalitions who solve or attempt to 

solve a problem (Weible et al., 2016). Villains, the second character, are 

individuals/coalitions "who cause or attempt to make the problem worse" (Weible et al., 
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2016, p. 423). Because the hero or villain must be an individual or coalition, the four 

members who testified before Congress were grouped into one alliance and were referred 

to as the "Coalition" during coding. The four members who testified were James Cole 

representing the U.S. Department of Justice, Robert S. Litt representing the Office of 

Director of National Intelligence, John C. Inglis representing the NSA, and Stephanie 

Douglas representing the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) National Security 

Branch. Thus, the members who testified before Congress composed the Coalition and 

this Coalition was considered as a subcategory under the hero and villain partitions. The 

House Judiciary Committee members present during the hearing composed the 

"Congress" alliance; therefore, Congress was also considered as a subcategory under the 

hero and villain partitions. 

Other considerations for possible hero/villain subcategories were: media, U.S. 

citizens, foreign citizens, and Edward Snowden. Edward Snowden was included as a 

possible character as it was presumed that Snowden would be referenced because he was 

the one who revealed the classified NSA Surveillance Program. The only category 

exclusive to the villain partition was the term "terrorists." The reason why terrorists were 

not included as a hero subcategory was due to the U.S. government's definition of the 

term. The FBI defined international terrorism as "violent, criminal acts committed by 

individuals and/or groups who are inspired by, or associated with, designated foreign 

terrorist organizations or nations" (n.d.). Additionally, the FBI defined domestic terrorism 

as "violent, criminal acts committed by individuals and/or groups to further ideological 

goals stemming from domestic influences, such as those of a political, religious, social, 
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racial, or environmental nature" (n.d.). However, U.S. designated terrorist groups (e.g., 

Al-Qaeda) may be categorized as a hero or villain based on the content of the rhetorical 

speech and whether the content matched a hero or villain definition. If additional 

subcategories surfaced while analyzing the transcript, then additional subcategories were 

created under the hero and villain partition. 

Once the hero and villain partitions were created and all subcategories were 

placed within their respective partition, I read the transcript in its entirety before coding 

the characters. Reading the entire transcript was necessary to obtain a comprehensive 

understanding of the content of the transcript to ensure greater familiarity with the 

content and accuracy with coding. After the initial read, I then reread the transcript to 

identify character references. If a passage in the transcript identified an 

individual/coalition that met the definition of a hero or villain, I copied that passage into 

the corresponding partition in the respective subcategory (e.g., Congress, Coalition, 

media, etc.). I reviewed the transcript several times, and the codes were also reviewed 

several times for refinement and to ensure only those passages which met the definition 

of a hero or villain were included. 

Each passage from the transcript that met the hero/villain definition is displayed 

under the results section of this chapter. Under each excerpt, an explanation is provided 

to clarify how that specific excerpt met the hero/villain definition. Due to the nature of 

the dialogue in a congressional hearing, I had to make inferences predicated on previous 

statements the legislator made and also had to infer whom the legislator was addressing at 
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the time the statement was made. No inferences were made that were not grounded in the 

dialogue in the congressional hearing transcript.   

Evidence of Trustworthiness 

Credibility 

The methods and findings of this study were inseparable. Although there is no 

checklist for ensuring credibility (Ravitch & Carl, 2016), the intent was to ensure that if 

another researcher were to conduct this exact study in the same fashion, the findings 

would remain the same. Credibility was achieved by the prudent examination of the 

theoretical framework, literature review, data analysis, and personal self-reflection 

(Ravitch & Carl, 2016; Shenton, 2004). Furthermore, I synthesized complexities from 

this study and the analysis that were not easily explained (see Ravitch & Carl, 2016). 

Lastly, I sought complexity in the research design, authenticity in data selection and 

saturation, alignment with research approach and research question, understanding and 

engagement with patterns in data, to challenge assumptions and biases, and synthesis of 

findings. There were no deviations/adjustments during the data collection and analysis to 

ensure credibility as described in Chapter 3. 

Transferability 

I sought a rich description of the contextual factors that framed this study, 

authenticity in data interpretation, and overall clarity. The method in which the data were 

collected, the amount of data analyzed, and how the data were aggregated is replicable in 

other settings (see Ravitch & Carl, 2016). Transferability was achieved as these findings 

have applicability in other settings/contexts (see Shenton, 2004). For example, a 
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researcher may apply the same methodology, research design, and mode of collection and 

analysis toward another congressional hearing related or unrelated to this study's topic. 

There were no deviations or adjustments during the data collection and analysis to ensure 

transferability as described in Chapter 3. 

Dependability 

Essentially, dependability is where another researcher discovers the same findings 

at the end of a study where the researcher applied the same methods to the same data in 

the same context (Shenton, 2004). The method for data collection and rationale for 

analysis based on the research question communicates the level of dependability for this 

study (Ravitch & Carl, 2016). The research question required a qualitative answer that 

could be best achieved through a dyadic narrative inquiry and case study approach. 

Though this research focused on a defined set of parameters bounded by time and 

centered on a political subsystem (i.e., congressional hearing), the data analysis phase 

situated itself on the congressional hearing transcript. Therefore, the selection of two 

approaches for this qualitative research was based on the fact that this dissertation 

entailed both elements for a case study as well as narrative inquiry. Implementing the 

coupled design that supported this study's principles fostered a climate of inclusion, 

which enabled the design to best answer the research question. Additionally, this study 

applied similar analytical methods previous NPF studies have used to ensure 

dependability among policy narrative analysis (Weible et al., 2016). There were no 

deviations/adjustments during the data collection and analysis to ensure dependability as 

described in Chapter 3. 
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Confirmability 

Bias is inevitable (Shenton, 2004), and "qualitative researchers do not claim to be 

objective" (Ravitch & Carl, 2016, p. 189). Qualitative researchers must acknowledge that 

bias is unavoidable and exists intrinsically; however, it is essential to maintain a neutral 

posture and posit that findings are free from researcher bias (Shenton, 2004). I have 

acknowledged my bias, and I suspended my bias so that interference would not impede 

this study's rudiments. In addition to acknowledging my bias, I provided excerpts for 

each code from the congressional hearing transcript, and I explained how each excerpt 

aligned with the hero and villain characters. By displaying the data, the researcher is held 

accountable and unable to label an excerpt in a particular manner that is inconsistent with 

the corresponding character definition. Finally, there were no deviations/adjustments 

during the data collection and analysis to ensure confirmability as described in Chapter 3. 

Study Results 

Hero and villain excerpts are displayed below. The excerpts were divided into a 

hero subsection and a villain subsection. Excerpts that have a hero reference were placed 

under the hero subsection, and excerpts that have a villain reference were placed under 

the villain subsection. However, excerpts that have hero and villain references were 

placed under the hero subsection. Therefore, only excerpts that have a villain reference 

and do not have a hero reference were placed under the villain subsection. Additionally, I 

provided brackets within the excerpts to provide context to assist the reader. Since the 

entire transcript is not displayed in this chapter, the brackets assist the reader with 

understanding whom the congressional member was referring to at the time s/he was 
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speaking. For authenticity and dependability purposes, the data below were direct 

excerpts from the transcript; therefore, any grammatical errors present in the excerpts 

below were inherent within the transcript. Lastly, I synthesized these findings prior to this 

chapter's summary. 

Hero Characters 

Mr. Deutch stated: 

Now the PATRIOT Act was passed in response to the horrific attacks on 9/11, 

designed to bolster national security by expanding the investigative techniques 

used by the Government [Coalition] and law enforcement officials to hunt down 

suspected terrorists, something that we all agree is important. (Administration’s 

Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 53) 

Mr. Deutch situated Congress and the Coalition as the hero and terrorist as the villain in 

this statement. The problem was the attacks on September 11, 2001, and Congress's 

attempt to solve the problem was passing the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001. Mr. Deutch 

did not explicitly mention terrorists as the entity that perpetrated the attacks on 

September 11, 2001; however, it is plausible to infer that is what Mr. Deutch meant given 

the context of his previous statements. Although Mr. Deutch did not explicitly mention 

Congress in his statement, it is reasonable to suggest that he meant Congress due to the 

fact that Congress is the entity that enacts law. Thus, through enacting the USA 

PATRIOT Act of 2001, national security became strengthened, and the investigative 

capabilities for the U.S. government (i.e., Coalition) expanded, thereby providing the 

opportunity to intercept terrorists. Similarly, Mr. Deutch did not explicitly mention the 
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Coalition; however, it is plausible to suggest that he was referring to it because he was 

addressing the Coalition during the hearing, and that is the function of the Coalition.  

Ms. Lofgren stated:  

I was thinking back to September 11th, one of the worst days I have ever spent in 

the Congress, and remembering that that weekend, after the attack, that members 

of the White House, the intelligence community, Members of this Committee and 

our staff, sat right at that table. We sat around that table and worked together to 

craft the PATRIOT Act. And it is worth remembering that that original act was 

passed unanimously by the House Judiciary Committee, and it had the balance 

that we thought was important to protect the country, but also looking forward to 

protect the rights of Americans under the Constitution. (Administration’s Use of 

FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 31)  

Ms. Lofgren positioned Congress and the Coalition as the heroes in this passage. The 

Coalition was included in this passage as a hero since Ms. Lofgren identified the 

intelligence community as one of the entities that worked with Congress to craft the 

PATRIOT Act. Therefore, Ms. Lofgren contended that the PATRIOT Act was created as 

a joint effort by the Coalition and Congress to protect the country and protect 

constitutional rights.   

Mr. Bachus stated:  

Let me start by saying I am satisfied, at least from what limited knowledge I have, 

that the motivation behind this was legitimate and necessary for our national 

security to start this process, establishment of a court. And that from your 
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[Coalition] testimony you [Coalition] have not, apparently not abused individual 

rights, and you [Coalition] have been an effective tool for terrorism. 

(Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 29) 

It appeared Mr. Bachus attempted to situate the Coalition as the hero in this statement. It 

is reasonable to suggest that Mr. Bachus referred to the Coalition when this statement 

was made as he was addressing the Coalition and referring to the Coalition's testimony. 

Also, given the prior context of his statements, it is plausible to postulate that Mr. Bachus 

meant the Coalition used an effective tool for counterterrorism and that the tool was the 

NSA Surveillance Program. Additionally, it is reasonable to infer that Mr. Bachus was 

referring to the NSA Surveillance Program as the tool because that program was the topic 

for discussion and the chief matter in the Coalition's testimony. Also, Mr. Bachus stated 

that according to the Coalition's testimony, the Coalition had not abused individual rights. 

Thus, the Coalition used the NSA Surveillance Program to prevent or attempt to prevent 

a problem, terrorism. 

Mr. Goodlatte stated, “However, Congress must ensure that the laws we have 

enacted are executed in a manner that is consistent with congressional intent and that 

protects [emphasis added] both our national security and our civil liberties” 

(Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 3). 

Mr. Goodlatte situated Congress as the hero in this statement. Mr. Goodlatte 

contended that Congress protects national security and civil liberties and thereby must 

enact laws to facilitate that endeavor. Thus, Congress solves or attempts to solve a 

problem by protecting national security and civil liberties through legislation. 
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Ms. Lofgren stated: 

But the concern is that the statute that we [Congress and Coalition] crafted so 

carefully may not be being adhered to as envisioned by us [Congress] and as 

reported to us [Congress]. And I just want to say this. I mean, yes, we have a 

system where there are checks and balances, but part of that is that the legislative 

branch needs to have understanding of what the executive branch and the judicial 

branch is doing, and we [Congress] can't do that without information. 

(Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 31) 

Ms. Lofgren situated Congress as the hero in this statement. While Ms. Lofgren was 

addressing the Coalition, she positioned Congress as attempting to fix a problem by 

obtaining information. Ms. Lofgren identified the potential problem as the Coalition not 

conducting operations as envisioned by Congress. Ms. Lofgren further explained that 

Congress could not fix the problem because they had received misinformation or that 

there may be a lack of information or both. Therefore, it was plausible to infer that Ms. 

Lofgren was arguing that if Congress can obtain more or accurate information, then 

Congress can fix the problem by redirecting the Coalition to operate in a manner that 

satisfies Congress. 

Mr. Deutch stated: 

The American people have a right to know about this program and at the very 

least know that such a program is operating within our system of checks and 

balances. And I believe Congress has a constitutional obligation to 

protect[emphasis added] individual privacy rights, and I believe it is time to 
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reexamine the PATRIOT Act, insert greater accountability into the FISA court, 

and ensure that our laws cannot be interpreted behind the backs of the American 

public. (Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 52) 

This statement provided by Mr. Deutch situated Congress as the hero. Mr. Deutch argued 

that Congress needs to protect privacy rights for the individual, and to do so, Congress 

must reexamine the PATRIOT Act. Thereby make greater accountability into the FISC 

and limit how the law may be interpreted. Thus, Congress is attempting to fix a problem 

by reexamining and changing the PATRIOT Act. 

Mr. Nadler stated, “Ms. Martin, how can we—how can Congress solve the 

problem? We have a basic problem” (Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 

127).” Mr. Nadler situated Congress as the hero in this statement. Mr. Nadler positioned 

Congress as the hero by framing the question in a manner that lends to Congress 

possessing the ability to solve the problem. Although the problem is not explicitly 

mentioned, Mr. Nadler, however, expressed that there is indeed a problem. Therefore, the 

attempt is apparent by asking the question pertaining to how Congress can solve the 

problem.  

Mr. Sensenbrenner stated: 

You know, I have been the author of the PATRIOT Act and the PATRIOT Act 

reauthorization of 2006. Mr. Conyers was correct in saying why the relevance 

standard was put in, and that was an attempt to limit what the intelligence 

community could be able to get pursuant to Section 215. (Administration’s Use of 

FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 22) 
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Mr. Sensenbrenner situated Congress as the hero in this statement. Mr. Sensenbrenner 

argued that Congress created the relevance standard, which was an attempt to solve the 

problem by limiting the data the intelligence community would collect. Although Mr. 

Sensenbrenner was explicitly referring to himself in this passage, the hero was identified 

as Congress because Mr. Sensenbrenner was a member of Congress and was engaged in 

congressional duties.  

Mr. Nadler stated: 

Now Mr. Snowden may have done a public service in giving some people 

standing by proving that they were harmed by this because anyone who is a 

Verizon subscriber arguably can now go into court and say that. How can we deal 

with these two problems that an Administration, any Administration can violate 

constitutional rights from here to kingdom come, subject to no court review 

because of either the state secrets doctrine or the standing problems because they 

don't admit what they are doing in the first place. It is secret. (Administration’s 

Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 127) 

Mr. Nadler situated Edward Snowden as the hero in this statement. Mr. Nadler suggested 

that Snowden may have attempted to fix a problem by providing information pertaining 

to the NSA Surveillance Program. Mr. Nadler stated that there are two problems; the 

violation of constitutional rights and the doctrinal rights governing secrecy. Although Mr. 

Nadler did not explicitly mention the NSA Surveillance Program or that Snowden 

provided information, Mr. Nadler did, however, say that Snowden gave people standing 

by proving a problem. Moreover, it is reasonable to presume Mr. Nadler was referring to 
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the time that Snowden released information pertaining to the NSA Surveillance Program 

because that is how the people became privy to the fact that Verizon was sharing 

customer metadata with the government.  

Mr. Holding stated: 

In a different professional capacity, I successfully used FISA warrants to 

investigate, disrupt, and prosecute terrorists and terrorist acts, and I can attest that 

not only are they effective, but there are very high burdens and hurdles to use 

FISA warrants. And they are significant. (Administration’s Use of FISA 

Authorities, 2013, p. 54) 

Mr. Holding situated himself as the hero in this statement and terrorists as the villain. 

Congress was not identified as the hero in this statement because Mr. Holding was 

referring to himself and the work he conducted while operating in a different official 

capacity apart from Congress. Mr. Holding identified that he used FISA warrants to 

prevent and prosecute terrorists. Terrorists and terrorist acts were identified as the 

problem in this statement based on the FBI's definition of domestic terrorists and foreign 

terrorists. Therefore, according to Mr. Holding, he prevented a problem from occurring 

and prosecuted those who caused a problem by using FISA warrants. The FISC was not 

identified as a hero in this statement as Mr. Holding was explicitly referring to the FISA 

warrants, which was not an individual or coalition and, therefore, does not meet the 

definition of a hero. 

Villain Characters 

Mr. Nadler stated: 
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Let me ask the question. The fact—the fact that a secret court [FISC], 

unaccountable to public knowledge of what it is doing, for all practical purposes 

unaccountable to the Supreme Court, may join you [Coalition] in misusing or 

abusing the statute is of no comfort whatsoever. So to tell me that you [Coalition] 

go to the FISA court is irrelevant if the FISA court is doing the same abuse of the 

statute. (Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 25) 

Mr. Nadler framed the Coalition and the FISC as the villain in this statement due to the 

Coalition and the FISC abusing the statute. Thus, the Coalition was causing a problem by 

abusing the statute. It is reasonable to presume Mr. Nadler was referring to the Coalition 

as Mr. Nadler was addressing the Coalition at the time he made the statement.  

Mr. Nadler also said: 

The problem, obviously, Mr. Cole, with what we are hearing from this panel and 

what we have heard generally about the relevant standard is that everything in the 

world is relevant. And that if we removed that word from the statute, you 

wouldn't consider or the FISA court wouldn't consider that it would affect your 

ability to collect metadata in any way whatsoever, which is to say you are 

disregarding the statute entirely. (Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 

2013, p. 23) 

Mr. Nadler situated the Coalition and the FISC as the villains in this statement. Mr. 

Nadler stated that the problem is the Coalition and the FISC's disregard for the statute and 

thereby is operating outside the statute's bounds by including everything as relevant. 

Since Mr. Nadler was addressing Mr. Cole, it is reasonable to presume he was addressing 
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the Coalition. Furthermore, it is reasonable that Mr. Nadler was referring to the NSA 

Surveillance Program as this was the chief topic for this discussion and the fact that the 

relevant standard was included in the statute to limit the amount of metadata the NSA 

Surveillance Program collected.   

Mr. Conyers stated: 

Now what we [Congress think we [Congress] have here is a situation in which if 

the Government [Coalition] cannot provide a clear public explanation for how its 

program [NSA Surveillance Program] is consistent with the statute, then it [NSA 

Surveillance Program] must stop collecting this information immediately. And so, 

this metadata problem to me has gotten quite far out of hand, even given the 

seriousness of the problems that surround it and created its need. 

(Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 3) 

Mr. Conyers situated the Coalition as the villain in this statement. Mr. Conyers argued 

that the problem is the metadata collection, and the potential problem is the Coalition's 

ability to describe how the NSA Surveillance Program was consistent with the USA 

PATRIOT Act. It is reasonable to suggest that Mr. Conyers was referring to the NSA 

Surveillance Program as that was the topic for discussion during this hearing and due to 

the fact that the NSA Surveillance Program collected and analyzed metadata. 

Additionally, it is plausible to infer that Mr. Conyers was referring to the Coalition when 

he explicitly mentioned government because Mr. Conyers was addressing the Coalition 

and needed an explanation from the Coalition as to how the NSA Surveillance Program 

was consistent with the statute. Lastly, Mr. Conyers affirmed the collection of metadata 
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(i.e., NSA Surveillance Program) is a problem in this statement, and the Coalition is 

causing this problem. 

Mr. Conyers also said: 

But I maintain that the Fourth Amendment, to be free from unreasonable search 

and seizure, means that this metadata collected [NSA Surveillance Program] in 

such a super-aggregated fashion can amount to a Fourth Amendment violation 

before you do anything else. You [Coalition] have already violated the law, as far 

as I am concerned. And that is, in my view, the problem. (Administration’s Use of 

FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 16) 

Mr. Conyers positioned the Coalition as the villain in this statement by asserting that the 

Coalition caused the problem by using the NSA Surveillance Program to violate the law. 

It is reasonable to suggest Mr. Conyers was referring to the Coalition at the time he made 

this statement. Additionally, based on previous statements in the transcript, it is 

reasonable to infer the Coalition used the NSA Surveillance Program to collect the 

metadata, which was the chief topic for this discussion.  

Mr. Sensenbrenner stated: 

But, Mr. Cole, with all due respect, the letter that I got from the department that 

you are the number-two person in says that you get the FISA court order because 

there are "reasonable grounds to believe that the data is relevant to an authorized 

investigation to protect against international terrorism," as Section 215 requires, 

even though most of the records in the dataset are not associated with terrorist 

activity. (Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 23) 
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Mr. Sensenbrenner situated the Coalition as the villain in this statement. Mr. 

Sensenbrenner positioned the Coalition as the villain because the Coalition was collecting 

records that were not associated with terrorist activity. Prior, Mr. Sensenbrenner 

identified the collection of records not associated with terrorist activity as problematic. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that Mr. Sensenbrenner still held to the proposition 

that the collection of records not associated with terrorist activity was still problematic. 

Thus, the Coalition was causing or attempting to cause a problem by collecting records 

not associated with terrorist activity. Lastly, it is plausible to infer that Mr. Sensenbrenner 

was referring to the Coalition as he was addressing Mr. Cole, who represented the 

Coalition.  

Mr. Nadler stated: 

The abuse of the statute, the abuse of civil liberties, the abuse of privacy is not 

only misuse, but miscollection [sic]. If you [Coalition] are collecting information 

about my telephone when you [Coalition] shouldn't be doing that, that is an abuse, 

even if you [Coalition] just simply file that and never use it. (Administration’s 

Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 25) 

Mr. Nadler framed the Coalition as the villain in this statement and the problem as the 

abuse of civil liberties. It is reasonable to suggest he was referring to the Coalition 

because he was addressing the Coalition during the hearing and the fact that the Coalition 

was using the NSA Surveillance Program to collect telephony information. The abuse of 

civil liberties was stemming from the NSA Surveillance Program. To place the excerpt 

into context, it is reasonable to suggest that Mr. Nadler was referring to the NSA 
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Surveillance Program collecting metadata from citizens not associated with terrorist 

activity. The reason to suggest this is grounded in previous statements made by Mr. 

Nadler in the transcript. Therefore, the problem is the Coalition using the NSA 

Surveillance Program to collect metadata not associated with terrorist activity, thereby 

abusing one's civil liberties. 

Mr. Forbes stated: 

They feel like more than any Nation in history, this is an Administration that has 

used enormous power of Government agents [Coalition] to oppress and harass 

U.S. citizens like they have seen with the IRS. And now they see this 

Administration using this unprecedented amount of data collection, first in their 

campaigns and then in Government, on amounts of data to use for the 

aforementioned goals. (Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 33) 

Mr. Forbes situated the Coalition as the villain in this statement. It is reasonable to 

suggest that the term government agents include those that comprise the Coalition. It is 

also reasonable to suggest Mr. Forbes was villainizing the Coalition predicated on 

previous statements he made when drawing correlations between the Coalition and the 

Internal Revenue Service (IRS). The reason for suggesting Mr. Forbes was referring to 

the NSA Surveillance Program is due to the fact that the program collected data on 

citizens. Thus, at the Obama Administration's direction, the Coalition was causing a 

problem by using the NSA Surveillance Program to oppress and harass U.S. citizens. 

Lastly, it is worth noting that the Obama Administration is also positioned as a villain in 

this statement as the Coalition was acting on the Administration's behest. 
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Mr. Poe stated: 

Question, people who have had their—the law NSA violated. I think Snowden, I 

don't like him at all, but we would have never known what happened if he hadn't 

have told us. Do they have a recourse against the Government [Coalition] for 

improperly seizure of their records? Is there a recourse? (Administration’s Use of 

FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 43) 

Mr. Poe framed the Coalition as the villain in this statement because the NSA was a 

component of the Coalition and the problem was violating the law. Within the statement, 

it is reasonable to suggest that Mr. Poe was revealing that the NSA violated the law by 

improperly seizing records.  

Mr. Labrador stated: 

And I understand that. I believe that this argument, before my time has expired, 

but I think that determination has to occur before you [Coalition] collect the data, 

not after you [Coalition] collect the data. And I think that is what is wrong with 

what you guys [Coalition] are doing at this time. (Administration’s Use of FISA 

Authorities, 2013, p. 48) 

Mr. Labrador situated the Coalition as the villain in this statement. Mr. Labrador 

identified that the problem was collecting data before determining whether one's data was 

relevant or associated with terrorist activity. It is reasonable to suggest that is what Mr. 

Labrador was referring to when he said "determination has to occur before you collect the 

data," because this is what Mr. Labrador contended before this statement in the transcript. 
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Additionally, it is reasonable to submit that Mr. Labrador was referring to the Coalition 

as he addressed Mr. Cole directly during this conversation. 

Mr. Gohmert stated, “But if you [Coalition] can gather the information that a 

private individual could and couple that with information that only the Federal 

Government [Coalition] we are now learning is gathering, then it really constitutes a 

grave threat to privacy” (Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 58). Mr. 

Gohmert positioned the Coalition as the villain in this statement because he was 

addressing the Coalition at the time this statement was made. Mr. Gohmert argued the 

Coalition is causing a problem by gathering information via the NSA Surveillance 

Program. It is reasonable to suggest he was referring to the NSA Surveillance Program 

because that was the program collecting data. 

Ms. Jackson Lee stated: 

One, I maintain that we have too many contractors unknown and unbeknownst in 

the intelligence community. I thank them for their service, but they [Coalition] 

need to rein in this rampant proliferation of contracts, even though the 

Government [Coalition] tried to defend its satellites as this, and really have a 

profound staff that is here in the United States Government. (Administration’s 

Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 133) 

Ms. Jackson Lee positioned the Coalition as the villain in this statement since the 

intelligence community is a component of the Coalition and because she was addressing 

the coalition at the time this statement was made. The problem, per Ms. Jackson Lee, is 
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the number of contractors within the intelligence community. Therefore, the Coalition 

was causing or attempting to cause a problem by having too many contractors. 

Mr Gohmert stated, “I have now seen the incredible abuse by the FISA court, in 

my opinion, and I am just wondering if we are better off going to a system where we 

don't require a FISA court: (Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 125). Mr. 

Gohmert framed the FISC as the villain in this statement. The problem, according to Mr. 

Gohmert, was that the FISC abused its authority. Based on prior statements, it is 

reasonable to presume Mr. Gohmert was referring the abuse as the FISC granting the 

authority for the Coalition to use the NSA Surveillance Program to collect metadata on 

U.S. citizens. 

Mr. Goodlatte stated: 

Today, we are confronted with ongoing threats from terrorist organizations, some 

of which are well structured, but most of which are loosely organized, as well as 

threats from individuals who may subscribe to certain beliefs but do not belong to 

a specific terrorist group. (Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, p. 2) 

Mr. Goodlatte situated terrorists and individuals as the villains in this statement. Mr. 

Goodlatte contended terrorists and individuals who ascribe to terrorism ideologies 

threaten the United States. It is reasonable to infer that Mr. Goodlatte was referring to the 

United States predicated on the context in which Mr. Goodlatte spoke. Mr. Goodlatte did 

not identify the individuals as foreign or domestic; however, he mentioned that the 

individual might ascribe to particular radical beliefs that align with terrorism ideologies. 
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There is no specific reference to a hero in this statement as there is no individual or group 

identified as solving or attempting to solve a problem. 

Mr. Goodlatte also said: 

The terrorist threat is real and ongoing. The Boston bombing reminded us all of 

that. I am confident that everyone in this room wishes that tragedy could have 

been prevented. We cannot prevent terrorist attacks unless we can first identify 

and then intercept the terrorist. (Administration’s Use of FISA Authorities, 2013, 

p. 3) 

Mr. Goodlatte positioned terrorists as the villain in this statement. There is no hero in this 

statement as it is not clear whether Mr. Goodlatte was referring to the Coalition as 

identifying and intercepting terrorists since the Coalition did not prevent the Boston 

bombing. Therefore, one could deduce from this statement that Mr. Goodlatte was 

situated the Coalition as the hero or villain. Thus, due to the lack of clarity in this 

statement, the Coalition cannot be identified as a hero or a villain and therefore nullifies 

itself.  

Synthesizing Data 

Four main themes emerged as a result of analyzing the data. The first theme was 

that members of the House Judiciary Committee situated Congress as a hero more often 

than any other component. The first theme became apparent after identifying the hero and 

villain characters in the transcript and comparing the subcategories. Second, members of 

the House Judiciary Committee situated the Coalition as the villain more than any other 

component. Similar to the first theme, after coding and comparing the subcategories, the 
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second theme became identified. The third theme revealed that members of the House 

Judiciary Committee defended the USA PATRIOT Act by asserting the Coalition 

operated outside the statute's legal confines. After revealing the first two themes, the third 

theme was identified after analyzing the content in greater depth. The logic toward 

identifying the third theme became especially apparent after members of the House 

Judiciary Committee situated Congress as the hero by creating the USA PATRIOT Act to 

fend off terrorism. The fourth theme seemingly revealed that Congress lacked an interest 

in the effectiveness of the NSA Surveillance Program by expressing a greater interest in 

the program's legality and constitutionality. The last theme was apparent after analyzing 

the transcript's content to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the hearing. The 

graphs below illustrate how many times Congress, the Coalition, and the FISC were 

referenced as heroes and villains, respectively. 
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Figure 1. Hero characters. 

 

 

Figure 2. Villain characters.  
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Summary 

This chapter covered the setting, demographics, data collection, data analysis, 

evidence of trustworthiness, and results of the study. After analyzing the data, four main 

themes emerged as a result of the study. The first theme was Congress was situated as a 

hero more than any other component. The second theme was the Coalition was positioned 

as a villain more than any other component. The third theme was Congress defended the 

USA PATRIOT Act and contended that the Coalition and the FISC operated outside the 

statute's bounds. The last theme seemingly revealed that Congress had a greater interest 

in how the NSA Surveillance Program functioned as opposed to how successful the 

program was regarding the detection/prevention of terrorism. An in-depth interpretation 

of these findings and themes, along with the study's limitations and recommendations for 

further research, are provided in Chapter 5.  
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations 

The purpose of this qualitative narrative case study was to describe how members 

of the House Judiciary Committee may have used rhetorical speech during the 

congressional hearing held on July 17, 2013, when speaking about the NSA Surveillance 

Program. The results of this study led to identifying how members of the House Judiciary 

Committee used rhetorical speech during the July 17, 2013, hearing to decide to prohibit 

the NSA Surveillance Program.  

The methodology chosen for this topic was a dyadic qualitative case study and 

narrative inquiry that applied content analysis bounded by the NPF. I selected qualitative 

analysis due to its ability to help a researcher to critically evaluate a research question 

and express findings by way of holistically understanding phenomena (see Rudestam & 

Newton, 2015). The case study method was selected because it directs a focus on an 

organization, program, and event bounded by time (Rudestam & Newton, 2014). I used 

narrative inquiry to aid understanding of phenomena through the exploration and analysis 

of a story or events evolved through narration (see Ravitch & Carl, 2016). Therefore, I 

chose the coupled qualitative case study and narrative inquiry design to achieve an in-

depth analysis of how, if at all, policymakers used rhetorical speech during a 

congressional hearing. 

The key findings from this study revealed four themes. The first theme was that 

members of the House Judiciary Committee situated Congress as a hero more often than 

any other component. The second theme revealed that the House Judiciary Committee 

members demonized the Coalition by positioning the Coalition as the villain more than 
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any other component. The third theme was that members of the House Judiciary 

Committee defended the USA PATRIOT Act by asserting the Coalition operated outside 

the statute's legal confines. Due to the NSA Surveillance Program's questionable legal 

basis, the fourth and final theme seemingly revealed that Congress lacked interest 

regarding the program's effectiveness by expressing a greater interest in its legality and 

constitutionality.  

Interpretation of Findings 

As previously mentioned, the first theme was that members of the House 

Judiciary Committee situated Congress as the hero more than the Coalition or any other 

component (Administration's Use of FISA Authorities, 2013). This first theme seemingly 

revealed that the House Judiciary Committee absolved Congress of any wrongdoing for 

enacting the USA PATRIOT Act, which arguably provided the Coalition's legal 

framework to obtain authorization from the FISC to operate the NSA Surveillance 

Program. This theme became apparent when the conversation shifted from analyzing 

metadata to collecting metadata. According to the Coalition, the NSA Surveillance 

Program was legal under the USA PATRIOT Act (Administration's Use of FISA 

Authorities, 2013). Furthermore, the Coalition obtained approval from the FISC to collect 

the metadata for storage and only be accessed for counterterrorism matters 

(Administration's Use of FISA Authorities, 2013). However, Congress argued that the 

Coalition and the FISC violated the statute by collecting metadata not relevant to 

counterterrorism matters (Administration's Use of FISA Authorities, 2013). Thus, the 
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hearing created a distinction between collecting metadata and analyzing metadata for 

counterterrorism purposes.  

Secondly, the committee members villainized the Coalition several times, 

whereas Congress was not identified as a villain (Administration's Use of FISA 

Authorities, 2013). Given this second theme, it is plausible to postulate that Congress did 

not acknowledge flaws that may have been inherent in the USA PATRIOT Act; instead, 

the blame was on the Coalition and the FISC for misinterpreting the statute. Thirdly, 

Congress defended the USA PATRIOT Act by asserting the Coalition operated outside 

the legal confines of what the statute allowed (Administration's Use of FISA Authorities, 

2013). Congress also argued the FISC did not abide by the USA PATRIOT Act in 

authorizing the Coalition to utilize the NSA Surveillance Program to collect metadata on 

U.S. citizens not associated or relevant to terrorism (Administration's Use of FISA 

Authorities, 2013).  

Fourthly, it appeared that Congress lacked interest in the NSA Surveillance 

Program's effectiveness regarding counterterrorism efforts. It is reasonable to presume 

this fourth theme because the discussion seemingly centered on the legality and 

constitutionality of collecting metadata on citizens not associated with terrorism, rather 

than collecting metadata on terrorists. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that 

Congress was more interested in learning how the NSA Surveillance Program functioned 

and how the Coalition would defend the legality and constitutionality of the NSA 

Surveillance Program. 
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Upon reviewing the NPF mesolevel hypotheses, it could be argued that the 

aforementioned themes align with two NPF hypotheses. For example, the first and second 

themes align with the devil-angel shift hypothesis (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). The devil-

angel shift is when a legislator may situate themselves or their group as the hero and their 

opposition as the villain (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Some studies have found that the 

winning individual/group in a policy debate will employ the "angel shift at statistically 

higher rates than the losing coalition" (Weible & Sabatier, 2018, p. 193). Additionally, 

the winning individual/group may also employ the devil shift at a higher rate than the 

losing coalition (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). The second hypothesis worth noting that 

aligned with themes three and four is the "issue containment as a narrative strategy" 

(Weible & Sabatier, 2018, p. 193). The issue containment strategy is employed by 

legislators who attempt to contain an issue by not addressing other variables associated 

with the problem (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). This strategy seemed to align with the 

rhetorical discourse exhibited in the transcript when the discussion focused on collecting 

metadata rather than preventing terrorism.  

Perliger's (2012) seminal work found that after a terrorist attack, behavioral and 

rational thought patterns are adversely affected, which ultimately elicits an emotional 

response enacted through aggressive counterterrorism policy. Perhaps it is fair to say that 

Perliger's findings imply that behavioral and rational thought patterns are adversely 

affected after any devastating or significant event. Similarly, Weible and Sabatier (2018), 

and Shanahan et al. (2018) echoed the belief that an emotional response is the 

consequence of a significant event by affirming that people make irrational decisions 
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bounded by time and supported with limited information that is subjected to rhetorical 

speech. Given this information, it is plausible to suggest that Congress provided 

emotional responses during the congressional hearing after the NSA Surveillance 

Program's unauthorized disclosure. 

This study's original gap was addressed and identified by positing that members 

of Congress leveraged rhetorical speech during the House Judiciary Committee hearing 

on July 17, 2013. Additionally, the purpose of this research was also addressed by 

describing how the themes aligned with the two NPF hypotheses. Therefore, given the 

results and synthesis of the data, it is reasonable to suggest that rhetorical speech from the 

hearing commandeered the trajectory of the dialogue during this hearing, and that 

rhetorical speech may have adversely affected rational judgment and decision making 

(Perliger, 2012; Shanahan et al., 2018; Weible & Sabatier, 2018).  

Casarez (2016) and Berman (2016) posited that after the NSA Surveillance 

Program's unauthorized disclosure, U.S. intelligence/surveillance became the topic of 

interest for public and political discourse, which began to erode the public's trust in the 

U.S. government and confidence in their electronic communications. Perhaps this erosion 

of trust could be interpreted as being indicative of the House Judiciary Committee 

hearing that took place on July 17, 2013. Thus, it further may be argued that the 

rhetorical discourse, as demonstrated in this congressional hearing, perpetuated the 

public's distrust in the U.S. government and further affected succeeding congressional 

hearings.  
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Limitations of the Study 

The veracity of this research is limited to its scope. As the data included 

identifying narrative characters at a congressional hearing, this research excluded press 

hearings, public speeches, media, social media, and other sources of potential data that 

may have enriched understanding regarding the effects of narration prohibiting the NSA 

Surveillance Program. Additionally, I was the only researcher gathering and analyzing 

the data; therefore, it was not feasible or practical for this study to include several 

congressional hearings or other data sources.  

As the sole researcher for this study, dependability issues arose regarding content 

analysis and the identification of narrative characters in the congressional hearing 

transcript. Consequently, each excerpt from the congressional hearing transcript that 

applied to the particular narrative character's definition was displayed in this study. 

Additionally, an explanation was provided beneath each excerpt to articulate how each 

excerpt met the definition of the identified narrative character(s).  

Recommendations 

There are several recommendations for further research that align with this study. 

The first recommendation for additional research is to apply the NPF mesolevel content 

analysis to witnesses who provided testimony at a congressional hearing in addition to 

the members of Congress who attended that hearing. By applying the narratological lens 

to the witnesses and Congress members, it may be possible to identify how rhetorical 

speech differed between the witnesses and legislators. The additional data would 

contribute to the content analysis paradigm and enhance policy narrative learning 
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(Weible & Sabatier, 2018). The second recommendation for additional research is to 

apply the same theoretical framework and research design as provided in this dissertation 

to other congressional hearings that led toward enacting the USA FREEDOM Act of 

2015. By examining additional congressional hearings that led toward banning the NSA 

Surveillance Program, it may be possible to determine if any rhetorical speech pattern 

analysis exists and thereby contribute to policy narrative learning (Weible & Sabatier, 

2018).  

The third recommendation for further research is to apply the same theoretical 

framework and research design to a congressional hearing that occurred after the terrorist 

attacks on September 11, 2001. By examining a congressional hearing that led toward 

drafting the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, it may be possible to identify if rhetorical 

speech was present during that congressional hearing to learn how rhetorical speech may 

have been leveraged to enhance counterterrorism legislation. The fourth recommendation 

for further research is to take findings from the third recommendation and juxtapose 

those findings with this dissertation's results. By examining the rhetorical speech that led 

toward enhancing counterterrorism legislation and the rhetorical speech that led toward 

enhancing civil liberties, it may be possible to describe and perhaps illustrate how 

rhetorical speech fluctuates across a broad time continuum (Shanahan et al., 2018; 

Weible & Sabatier, 2018). All four recommendations would contribute to policy narrative 

learning, as described by Weible and Sabatier (2018). It is necessary to contribute to the 

policy narrative learning paradigm to refine and improve understanding regarding the use 

of rhetorical speech and its effects on policy.  
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Implications 

This study has several implications for positive social change at various levels. 

However, the most direct impact regarding positive social change is toward the legislator. 

This study confirmed that the House Judiciary Committee members utilized rhetorical 

speech and how the legislators used rhetorical speech at the July 17, 2013, congressional 

hearing that led toward the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015. This study's findings may 

provoke legislators' interest in increasing their understanding regarding rhetorical speech 

and its effects on policy. Therefore, should the legislator increase their understanding of 

rhetorical speech and its effects on policy, s/he may recognize rhetorical speech in real-

time and redirect the trajectory of the dialogue to keep policy debates impartial and free 

from emotional responses.  

The domestic security dilemma is a recurring problem whereby counterterrorism 

programs are continuously in a state of flux as demands for increased civil liberties and 

national security compete (Field, 2017) – as demonstrated by the USA PATRIOT Act of 

2001 and the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 (Hu, 2018). One of the variables that 

contribute to the domestic security dilemma is the emotional response, which is often the 

consequence proceeding a significant event or terrorist attack (Perliger, 2012). These 

emotional responses are then further subjected to rhetorical speech, which may 

commandeer the policy debate trajectory (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Policymakers use 

rhetorical speech to garner public support, and politicians may choose to divide groups on 

a moral basis by strategically leveraging narration (Weible & Sabatier, 2018). 

Consequently, since rhetorical speech influences legislation, should it be left unchecked, 
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it may adversely commandeer rational logic and decision making (Perliger, 2012; Pilecki, 

2017; Weible & Sabatier, 2018). Therefore, in an effort for legislators to suspend their 

bias and perceive a policy solution from a neutral posture, it is necessary to understand 

rhetorical speech's power and recognize it when rhetorical speech surfaces during a 

policy debate. Should legislators accomplish this feat, this may lead to serving as a 

remedy for the domestic security dilemma. Thus, the implications for this are systemic 

positive social change as policy at the congressional level affects all United States 

citizens. 

Additionally, this study's implications contribute to the scholarly literature 

concerning the NPF and content analysis application. Weible et al. (2016) argued the 

importance of congruency among narratological studies in terms of character definitions 

and means of utility regarding content analysis. Therefore, this dissertation was clear and 

thorough, explaining the research design, data collection, and content analysis. This study 

may serve as an example for other scholars to resemble while utilizing the NPF as their 

theoretical framework and employing content analysis. 

Conclusion 

Several notable public officials argued the NSA Surveillance Program was a 

valuable tool for the Intelligence Community (Obama Administration, 2013). Former 

NSA Director Michael Rogers expressed concern that the elimination of bulk metadata 

collection would adversely affect the NSA's ability to detect imminent terrorist threats 

(NSA, 2015). Moreover, Rogers confirmed that ending bulk collection would diminish 

the NSA's operational aptitude and that there was no replacement for the benefit of bulk 
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metadata collection (NSA, 2015). Supporting Rogers' position on bulk metadata 

collection, Mukasey (2015) and Yoo (2014) argued that the NSA Surveillance Program 

was a vital tool for the Intelligence Community that was legal and constitutional. 

Contrastingly, those who opposed the NSA Surveillance Program defended civil liberties 

by arguing the program violated the Constitution, did not apply to the third-party doctrine 

as outlined in the Supreme Court ruling on Smith v. Maryland, and it fostered an 

environment of distrust among the government and the governed (Donohue, 2014; Liu et 

al., 2015; Rapisarda, 2015; Shamsi & Abdo, 2011; Thompson, 2014). 

Given these complex variables concerning the constitutionality and legality of the 

NSA Surveillance Program and given the complex nature of this study, one thing is for 

certain – that legislators used rhetorical speech during the July 17, 2013, congressional 

hearing leading to the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015. Weible and Sabatier (2018), Pilecki 

(2017), and Perliger (2012) identified that rhetorical speech might adversely affect 

rational thought and decision making. Consequently, adverse rational thought and 

decision making may lead to an ineffective policy decision (Perliger, 2012). Likewise, if 

policymakers do not recognize rhetorical speech when it surfaces during a policy debate, 

the dialogue may be situated on an unfavorable trajectory indicative of irrational thought. 

When considering the grave circumstances regarding the effectiveness of 

counterterrorism legislation, the consequences may become dire. Therefore, it is 

imperative to understand how rhetorical speech is utilized and how to identify rhetorical 

speech when it manifests. 
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Appendix A: USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 Summary 
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Appendix B: USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 Summary 
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